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Open House To Be Held Al New
South Fulton City Hall Sunday

4, 1960

the building cost approximately
$20,000.00.
The building is white with four
large columns across the front.
There were four offices added
on the first, or ground, floor. These
are for the mayor, the city clerk,
the treasurer, and for general collections. Another office is to be
used for various business. The po_
lice department is now located in
the office formerly used as the
collection office and by the city
clerk. The city council room is as
before.
The fire station, which is also
located in the building, has been
painted and a new twenty-foot
overhead electric door installed.
The basement has been completed remodeled, also. This is
--jottings
where the jail, the water and gas
departments are located.
from.
Two extra rooms have been added there, plus two bath rooms.
The collection office and the city
clerk's office are furnished with
beautiful Shaw Walker furniture.
Some of the new equipment has
not as yet arrived. A new vault
has been installed in the collection
office.
The original City Hall building
on the present site was constructed in 1938. Prior to that, the City
Hall was located in an old buildThe Westpheling family enjoy- ing on State Line across from
ed its annual trek to SL Joseph, Browder's Mill.
Missouri to spend the holidays
with Paul's parents. It was a plea_
sant sojourn in the almost Spring
like weather, but somehow this
year it was something more than
• trip and an event that I recommend for parents in this busy
world in which we live. The long,
J. L. Grooms, former President
long automobile ride with just the
'wilily was more enjoyable than of Pipeline Oil Company of Fulever this year with the children ton, is no longer associated with
at the age that they are. Driving the company. Mr. Grooms operatmile after mile, they and we have ed this business as J. L. Grooms
a captive audience and all the & Son until January 1, 1949, at
things we like to discuss from which time it was incorporated
time to time enfold themselves in under the name of Pipeline Oil
a leisurely and enthusiastic fash- Company.
After severing connections with
ion.
Pipeline Oil Company in July,
1960. Mr. Grooms again started in
We've thought it all along and business under the name of J. L.
now we're sure that R. Paul is Grooms & Son, at Mayfield.
going to be some kind of n historian and that Mary Jo bids well at
CITY DIRECTORY
this age to be a comedian: The
trip to Missouri is a hard ten hour
Gordon Jones, who directed the
drive and you can get mighty compiling of the now 'rain Cities
weary towards the end of the trip. directory, report
today that the
But with Mary Jo along, it doesn't final compilatlegs and tabulation
seem that way at all. Just v, hen has been corniileted and the inthe other three of us decide that a formation has been sent to the
snooze would be the order of the publishing house.
day, Mary Jo decides that we
should all have a good laugh and
she furnithes one a minute. That
is she furnishes them to us. but
- maybe to you it wouldn't be fun- ,
ny at all. Anyhow, she's a good
tonic and here's a case in point.
Open House will be held Sunday
from 2 to 4 p. m. at South Fulton's
beautiful, new Colonial-style City
Hall building on Broadway.
Everyone, both residents of
South Fulton and Fulton, and the
surrounding area are invited to
attend.
The new City Hall building was
completed this week. And, its
lovely both inside and out!
The old City Hall structure was
remodeled and an addition of seversl rooms was constructed. A. R.
and Vaughn Stephens were the
contractors. J. M. Shaffer of Union
City was the architect.
The remodeling and addition to
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R. Paul's penchant for history
comes I know not from where
But It was made mighty evident
about six weeks ago when Paul's
cousin, Colonel Charlie Westpheling and his family visited with us
and told of the research they had
done on the Westpheling family in
a little village in Germany. Helen
Westpheling, Charlie's wife, author of "Army Lady Today," told
of tracing the family back to the
late fifteenth century when one
portion of the family was Pheling
and the other was West. because
the latter branch lived in that section of the country. Helen was
able to procure the coat of arms
for both branches of the family
and has incorporated them and
told the children she would send
them a copy. Since then R. Paul
has watched every mail for his
package.

Fuiton. Fulton County, Kentucky, Thursday, December 1, 1960

COMMERCIAL AVENUE BRIDGE OPENED: On last Monday morning the barricades were removed from Commercial Avenue's handsome ness reinforced concrete bridge In downtown Fulton and here
is the was the street now looks, looking across the bridge. Street is
full-width for first time in history. (Above): Removing barricades
were (from left): Orlin Winstead, councilman In charge of the bridge
construction project: George W. Stephenson. partner in the firm of
T. W. Cutehin and A11110Ciite., Dyersburg. and job superintendent;
and W. S. Atkins. councilman in charge of the creek upkeep. The
bridge spans Harris Fork creek.

The Democratic party in Kentucky will elect its officials at the precinct level on Saturday, December 3,
at two o'clock. A precinct chairman and chairwoman
will be elected in each of the county's 21 precincts. Democrats are urged to be at their individual pricincts,
where the elections are held, to elect the leaders who
will officiate in those precincts for the next four years.
Next Saturday, December 10 at the same hour the
newly elected precinct chairmen and chairwomen will
meet at the Courthouse in Hickman to elect a chairman
and secretary to guide the party's affairs for the next
four years.
J. Turney Davie, a former sheriff and former field agent for the
Alcoholic Beverage Board is the
present chairman and Al T. Owen,
now of Frankfort, but formerly
of Fulton is the secretary.
It is the past history of the organization that partisans of the
State Administration in power are
usually elected to the precinct
and county positions. While there
is no likelihood that a factional
fight is in the making, it is believed that popular Joe Trees,
_State Representative from Fulton

and Hickman counties is the
unanimous choice for chairman.
Mr. Treas, a prominent businessman of Fulton, has been
working closely with all factions
of the party to bring about a
closer relationship with the State
Administration and the residents
of both counties. Returning recently from Frankfort, where he
conferred with government leaders and highway officials in the
interest of his constitutents, Mr.
Treas is vitally interested in seeing an accelerated road program

Opponents Of Obion Creek Project
Will Appeal Ruling By Judge Stahr

NEW COMMERCIAL AVENUE BRIDGE is a triple-box bridge of
reinforced concrete, having the same water-carryinr capacity as the
bridge in use at the Lake Street and State Line intersection It res.
placed an old narrow iron bridge over 50 years old which had decayed to the point of being hasardous. New bridge cost $24,310 Ins accomplished in
cluding removal of old structure, and entire job
two months.

The price of electricity in Fulton falls in the middle
range of what American families are paying for the service, according to a new government report on typical
electric bills in some 4,820 cities, the Kentucky Utilities
said in a publicity story released to both local newspapers. While the report shows that a Fulton Kentucky family using 250 killowatt hours of electricty a month paid
$8,45 a month, and Alaskans paid $18.00 and Massachustts citizens paid $11.69 for that amount, it did not
point out that across the street in South Fulton, Tenn. a
family pays just $5.00 for 250 kilowatt hours of electricity.

for lighting, small appliances, refrigeration, cooking and water
heating. paid an average of $10.93.
In South Fulton the cost for the
same amount of currency is $6.70.
Rates in other towns served by
K. U. are the same as those charged here. These rates are set by the
Kentucky Public Sepvice Commission.
net
"In presenting typical
monthly bills for electric service,"
the F. P. C. report states, "It is
emphasized that no attempt has
been made to determine their reasonableness based on cost levels.
Many factors operate to cause differences in unit cost and to explain differences in the level of
rates. An evaluation of these factors would involve analysis beyond the scope of this report."
You wouldn't believe it but
Some of these factors affecting
while in St. Jo he urged that we
are the extent of the area
costs
in
cemeteries
the
of
tour
take a
served, the number of customers
St. Jo to read the tombstones of
Garland Bastin, Dairy Specialist and their characteristics of use,
his Weatpheling ancestors and from the University of Kentucky.
diversity, kind and amount of
that we did. He feels a keen re- will be in Fulton County next load
business and location
sponsibility to know everything he Tuesday, December 6th, for a industry and
adequate fuel and
of
quality
and
one
is
he
because
them
can about
meeting with dairymen ot discuss water supplies. The report inentire
of the four persons in the
the selection, use and management cludes both cities served by public
family, and its a big one, who can of bulk-tanks which many dairypower and municipal systems
carry on the family name at this men are now buying and installwhich do not pay income taxes
writing. Colonel Charlie Westphel- ing.
cities served by investor-ownand
Paul's
of
and
ing has two boys,
meeting will start at the ed utilities which do not have the
The
one
three brothers, there's only
Lodgeston School House at 1:00 tax advantage and must include
other boy. So R. Paul feels he's a
M. so that they may adjourn by the tax cost in their rates.
P.
mighty important fellow.
3:00 P. M.
So that News readers may comEvery dairyman is urged to at- pare their electrical bills with
each
in
interests
With so many
tend.
those of their present suppliers
of our busy lives I recommend
the TVA rates for residential
that families take off periodically,
users are as follows:
CAYCE CLOTHES BANK
with no other view than to talk
For the first 50 kwh, three cents
just
and
together
laugh
together,
been or- per kwh.
has
bank
clothes
A
uninterof
hours
be together for
Next 150 kwh, two cents.
by two Fulton
rupted hours. Perhaps I'm busier ganized at Cayce
Next 200 kwh, one cents
bank is located at
than a lot of people and I enjoy citizens. The
Next 1000 kwh, four mills
Lou Barnes, who
these respites more than others, the school and
All over 1400, seven and one
restaurant at Cayce, is
a
operates
in
that
admit
to
have
but you'll
half mills.
In charge.
Continued an Pape Ms

Dairy Specialist
To Be In County

Number 48

Demos Elect Party Leaders Saturday;
Joe Treas Probable Choice For Top Post

KU Story Reveals Local Rates In Middle
Range;ButTVA Rates Nearly 50% Less

On the basis of the figures furnished by Kentucky Utilities Company an average family as stipulated above can save $41.40 a year
if they lived in the Tennessee city
across the border.
In the report released by Kentucky Utilities a family in the 100
kilowatt hours-a -month category,
generally covering lighting, small
appliapces and refrigerators the
typical monthly bill. in Fulton is
$4.45. In South Fulton it is $2.50,
representing an annual saving of
$21.40.
Homes using 500 kwh a month,
representative of the electricity

vt.o,

Elsewhere In VI $4-00

Grooms No Longer
Associated With
Pipeline Oil Co.

When we got home Sunday night
and all of us were pooped and had
to unload the car I get a spree of
energy and decided to hang tip the
clothes and unpack the bags at
about midnight. When I decided
I couldn't go another minute Mary
Jo comes up with the idea that I
get the vacuum cleaner and clean
the rugs since I had so much
energy. I really didn't, but it relaxed us all, and we all laughed
at my expense.
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Smith Cafe Equipment
Is Sold At Auction
Equipment at Smith's Cafe was
sold at public auction Monday afeernoon. It was purchased by H.
Stanfield, who operates Boyettes
Cafe at Reelfoot Lake.
The News understands that the
equipment has been moved and
that the local cafe, which has been
in operation here for many years
will not reopen for business.
SALVATION ARMY TRUCK
The truck from the Salvation
Army Men's Social will be in Fulton December 5. For pickup service call the Chamber of Commerce, telephone 43.

Circuit Judge Elvis J. Stahr upheld constitutionality of the Obion
Conservancy
Creek Watershed
District and issued an injunction
restraining its opponents from interfering with engineers who come
on their land to make surveys for
its dams and reservoirs.
The ruling was a sweeping victory for the district 'Which is the
first of its kind in Kentucky. In
announcing his decision Judge
Stahr said the district, to him,
represents progress "and we can't
let a few stand in the way of progress."

No Trace Of
Hit-Run Car
Or Driver
No new developments have been
reported in the police search for
a motorist who killed Everett
Horn of Mayfield'Rt. 3 last Wednesday at 6:15 p. m. in a hit-andrun accident on Highway 94 near
Pilot Oak.
Cornor Jack Anderson said that
it is believed the victim probably
stumbled out into the path of the
unidentified automobile. He sad
that had the driver stopped he
probably would have been cleared
of charges.
Now, however, when found the
driver will face stiff charges.
Anderson speculated that the
driver of the death vehicle became
panic-stricken and flew after the
accident.
The coroner said Mr. Horn was
walking west on the highway facing traffic when he was hit by an
east-bound car.

The injunction issued by Judge
Stahr was aimed directly at C. B.
Bellew and others owning land
in Graves County southwest of
Mayfield where surveyors for the
district reportedly were forced off
the owners' land with shotguns.
Directors of the district applied
for the injunction after action by
the landowners had blocked surveys for construction of a dam
and reservoir known as "structure
20." The district takes in land of
four counties with most of it lying
in Hickman County.
In ruling on constitutionality of
the conservancy district, Judge
Stahr disposed of a suit he had
had under consideration for some
time. The suit was filed by David
Reed and Robert Hines of Paducah on behalf of a group of opponents who called themselves
"Farmers for Freedom."
The district was represented by
Commonwealth's Attorney Harry
Roberts of Clinton.
The suit filed by Reed and
Continued on Page Six

Minister And Wife
Given "Pounding"
Members of the New Salem
Baptist Church gave their pastor,
the Rev. James Holt and Mrs.
Holt an old-fashioned "pounding"
Thursday night at the Mid-Week
Prayer Service, when all kinds of
food was showered upon the
couple.
A pick-up truck was required
to convey the articles to their
home in Fulton.
Rev. Mr. Holt and his family
are very grateful for this act of
kindness on Thanksgiving Day.

Fulton Stores Bulging With Christmas
Items;Santa Claus Here Again Saturda
With the arrival of Santa Claus in Fulton last Friday and his appearance in town again this Saturday
from two until four o'clock in the afternoon, the Christmas season officially opened in the twin cities with an
enthusiastic greeting. The streets of Fulton were jammed last Friday when ole St. Nick arrived in fine style
atop a beautiful white convertible. Santa Claus will
walk in and out of the stores on Saturday.
The arrival was the kick-off of
acclerated buying in the downtown stores where shelves and
show-rooms are complete with
every conceivable type of Christmas merchandise for gift-giving
and for general buying.
The ready-to-wear stores are
featuring everything from a handkerchief to a fur coat, with evening dresses, sportswear Etnd lingerie in between. This year, more
than ever, the ladies dress shops
are making gift-giving easier for
the men folks to buy for their
ladies fair and special clerks are
being appointed to give attention
to sometimes reticient male shoppers.
The appliance and furniture

stores have such items as lounge
chairs, bedroom, living-room, dining-roorn and kitchen suites all
gaily decorated and ready for
easy delivery on the morning of
the big day. But these stores have
on hand those ever necessary
smaller appliances that makes
Christmas all year for the comfort of the users.
The variety stores are bulging
with everything from a baby battle to Christmas tree lights and
an early start on the Yule season
is making for steady buying in
gift wrappings, Christmas decorations and table knick-knacks.
The drug stores have that sweet
fragrance of cosmetics, from Evening in Paris to Arpege by Lan-

vin and all around the beautiful
drug stores are handy gift items
for personal and home giving. And
of course the gift shops are having
a field day showing that favorite
gift for that favorite person. Poinsettias, mums, and the ever present red roses are on Santa's gift
lists for that favorite person in
your life.
The Fulton County News is
again this year suggesting gift
subscription to the person or
family you want to have keep
abreast of the home-town news
all the time and a subscriptiontaker is always available at 470.
This year with the small car
on the market, Christmas trees
around the area may even find a
compact and beautiful car under
one of the branches and the auto
dealers in the area are busily contacting Santa.for that special person you want to remember.
It all sums it to the fact that
Christmas is just around the corner and you can find just what you
want, at the price you want to
pay, right here in your Fulton
stores

planned for both counties. He is
popular with the officials of both
counties and is in constant touch
with Henry Ward, State Highway
Commissioner, who has commended the work of Mr. Treas on many
occasions.
In discussing the coming elections with Mr. Davie he told the
News: "I have not heard of any
factional fight developing and I
wilFWOrk closely with whomeverthe party elects."
The Precinct chairmen and
chairwomen elected four years ago
are:
Fulton No. One—Jerry Jones,
Mrs. Felix Gossum, Jr.
Fulton No. Two—Charles Rice,
Mrs Martha Roberts.
Fulton No. Three—Billy Blackstone, Yrs. Ellis Beggs.
Fulton No. 1 _ur—Harry Potter,
Mrs Ethel Freeman.
Riceville—J. B. Barkley, ..rs.
Jim Olive.
Palestine—Estone Browder, Mrs.
Jamie Wade.
Wolberton's Store—Glenn Carver, Mrs. L. Howell.
Crutchfield—John McClanahan,
Mrs. Gertrude Veatch.
Cayce—W. H. Harrison, Mrs.
Jennie Campbell.
Jordan — Forest McMurray,
Mrs. J. W. McGaugh.
State Line—Luther Harrison,
Mrs. Esther Davie.
County Barn—Ardell
Fields,
Mrs. Joe Cole.
Roper's Store—Ples Fields, Mrs.
Ruth Johnson.
Courthouse—King Davis, Mrs.
R. B. Goulder.
Clinton St—Marion Graves,
Mrs. Welsey King.
Craddock's Store—D. D. Harrison, Mrs. Ted Roberts.
Mengel Lane, Bert Yarbro, Jr.,
Mrs. J. B. Jones.
Bondurant — Hubbard Mikel,
Mrs. Carl Mike!.
Brownsville—Mr. and Mrs. Guy
.Barnett.
Shssafras Ridge—Kelty Conder,
Mrs. Martin Conder,
Madrid Bend—Dan Whitson,
Mrs. Ada Whitson,

First Program Of
Christmas Music
To Be On Sunday
"Christmas begins with music."
is the theme for the annual
Christmas music program sponsored by the Music Department of the
Woman's Club. The program will
be staged next Sunday, December
4, at the First Methodist Church
in Fulton.
The program will consist of
some of the most beautiful of the
holiday selections with vocal
solos, choruses and organ solos.
Members of the Beethoven and
Junior Music Clubs will participate.
John Winter, professor of piano
and organ at Murray State College
and organist for the First Methodist Church in Fulton will be the
guest organist. Rev. J. L. Leggett,
pastor of the church will read the
Christmas story from the scriptures.
The public is cordially invited
to attend the first program of
Christmas music for the year,
Which is presented annually by
the, Music Department. "Let
Christmas begin in your heart by
attending this program," a leader
of the music department said today.

•
Pictured above are Randy. 4. and
Sandra, 11, Mart* of Route 1,
ukedom Tenn. They are the children of Mr. and Mrs. ArUe Mare
of Route I, Dukedom, Tenn. Their
grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. II
Cottons of Dukedom and Mr. Mai
Mrs. Bert MATT Of Dukedom.
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AMA Condemns Care For The Aged While
High Medical Expenses Soar Out Of Reason
The news that was revealed over
the week-end that the American
Medical Association would battle to
the bitter end medical aid for the
aged comes as a surprise to no one.
The association seems to have won its
battle waged shortly after World War
II in which they opposed certain types
of medical care for veterans and for
which they bellowed loud and long
about socializing medicine. A spokesman for the association said, in urging all members to come to the aid of
their pocketbooks, that the medical
plan for the aged through social security is "organized medicine."
There can be no doubt that the
AMA will wage a costly (and they can
afford it) Campaign to defeat the
medical bill for the aged. We know
that while advertising for the medical profession is a dirty word in normal times, the organization seems to
have no such compunction using
every media known to man to sell the
public on the alleged "horrors" of old
people getting medical aid other than
through the route of the supposed
sacro-sanct private practice.
Nobody knows better than we do
the sadness that comes with a lengthy
illness among elderly members of the
family. It doesn't take long, and you
can take our word for it, for a major
operation and perhaps a lengthy period of recuperation in a hospital to
wipe out the life's savings of an elderly couple and sometime leave exorbitant indebtednesses on the part of the
next of kin to settle.
It is an exhibition of the greatest
hypocrisy to promote the sanctity of
the patient-doctor relationship as a
means to prevent outside intervention
in the practice of medicine. It is high
time that there be some strong organized effort to investigate the exorbi-

tant cost of medical care in some areas
and if this were done to a successful
conclusion perhaps the American
Medical Association wouldn't be in
the position "of fighting to the bitter
end the efforts of the Kennedy Administration to give medical care to
the aged through social security."
There was great opposition to the
social security program when it was
inaugurated during the first Franklin
Roosevelt Administration. Big business took a dim view of having to pay
an equal share of taxes to grant security and independence to our aged citizens. The tax creates a hardship on
some employers,- but it is infinitesimal compared to the sadness that
ensues when elderly people have to
live in homes where they sometimes
are not wanted.
Luckily, many members of the
association have indicated that they
will support the program for medical
care for the aged through social security. Sincere and dedicated medical
men are getting weary of dusting off
the platitudes of private medicine,
while they wipe the dust from their
eyes caused by the speed of foreign
ears and Cadillacs that have replaced
the horse and buggy as the emblem
of the private physician.
We don't like government intervention in any form of private business, be it newspapering, broadcasting, farming, wages, utilities or road
but its here and those industries live with it.
It's high time the medical profession diagnose its operation or they're
in for some governmental theraphy.
It's no secret that some doctors feel
your pocketbook before they feel your
pulse and the time is nigh to put the
needle to the offenders. And if Uncle
Sam has to do it, we're for him.
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FROM THE FILES:—

Turning Back The Clock—
December 6, 1940
A revival meeting is being held
this week at the First Baptist
Church, with Rev. E. A. Autrey,
pastor, conducting the services.
J. L. Seven, president of the 1.
C. Railroad, was in Fulton Monday night, enroute to Chicago.
All local quarters of this vicinity
are invited to participate in a
contest to be held at the Science
Hall here Monday night, Dec. 16.
Loran Baker, TVA specialist,
taked before a group at Science
Hall Thursday afternoon upon the
subject, "The Advantages of the
Frozen Food Lockers."
Mrs. Sara Morgan Spence, 84.
died early Monday morning at the

home of her granddaughter, Mrs.
Thomas Reagin, in Dresden, following a stroke of paralysis.
Within the next two weeks
three new streamline trains will
begin to operate for coach travel
between Chicago and Miami.
The Fulton Building and Loan
Association held its annual meeting at the company office Tuesday
night, when the board of directors and officers for next year
were chosen. The board of directors was reelected and Leon
Browder was chosen to fill the
place of W. P. Murrell, who died
recently. Board members are Joe
Browder, J. D. Davis, J. E. Fall.
Bob White, Hoyt Moore, N. G.
Cooke, Maxwell McDade, Abe
Jolley and Leon Browder.

around town with
•

SERMONETTE OF THE WEEK

By -Thomas E. Murray
Former Commissioner United States
Atomic Energy Commission
LIFE CHANGED for all of us
with a blinding flash on July 16, 1945.
On that day by the witchery of science a piece of sun was re-made over
the sands of Alamagordo, New Mexico. What happened at Alamagordo
when the first atomic bomb was successfully tested was the result of ages
of man's study and research into the
mysteries of the universe in which he
lives. Something awesome, something
inspiring and frightening took place.
Man had controlled a new kind of
force.
It is a part of man's duty to discover more and more of the nature of
the world he lives in. It is a part of
the instinctive search for God in the
heart of every man. For in the unity,
the harmony and the order of the universe, revealed littl by little and at
painful cost are found reflections of
the perfections of God Himself. "See
how the vault of heaven betrays His
how the vault of heaven btrays His
craftsmanship."
WHAT IS the atom with all its
fearsome or awesome power but another creature of God, to be used to
help man fulfill his purpose here on
earth? Fundamentally, the situation
of man in the atomic age is not different from the other "ages" which have
marked his progress. The same principles govern his life, his purpose and
his destiny. The same basic problem

4.

faces man in this new age, as his always faced him: using the power given him for his good or for his ill, for
his aid or his destruction.
Out of a piece of steel, for in
stance, one can fashion a surgeon's
healing scalpel or a cutthroat's dagger. The same choice that is laid before man in the use of any creature is
now laid before him in the use of nuclear energy. The exercises of that
choice is the fundamental problem of
Dur atomic age.
Man's surroundings and the
things he deals with have changed
with the coming of nuclear energy.
But two fundamental things remain
unchanged.
THE FIRST is man's nature.
Whether he be in a cave, striking
sparks from a flint, or at the controls
of a cyclotron, juggling with electrons
and protons, a man cannot escape
from the fundamental truth that he is
a creature of God.
THE SECOND is the plan of God.
Man's discovery of the atomic powers
has taken place with the consent and
the will of the Creator. It is completely within the design of God that man
has come to this knowledge.
It will help us to keep our balance, if we remember that all man's
knowledge, all his accomplishments,
are not solely his own but are made
possible with the ever-watchful help
of God.
TEMPER
Good temper, like a sunny day,
sheds a ray of brightness over everything; it is the sweetener of toil and
the soother of disquietude!
—Washington Irving
The worst-tempered people I've
ever met were people who knew they
were wrong.
—Wilson Mizner
Who hath not learned that when
alone he has his own thoughts to
guard, and when struggling with
mankind his temper, and in society
his tongue?
—Mary Baker Eddy

Ouida Jewell
Am I glad the new bridge on
Commercial Avenue is open. It
was officially opened by city officials Monday morning. The
bridge is very nice.
Now, maybe I'll be able to find
a parking place, when my space in
the back is taken up. Paying overtime parking fines is getting quite
expensive.
Congratulations to Milton T.
Calliham, who was commissioned
a Kentucky Colonel by Gov. Bert
Combs on November 16. Mr. Calllham has been representing Kentucky at the American Legion National Conventions as a goodwill
delegate since 1929. He is an I. C.
Railroad engineer and helped
Combs in his campaign for Gover_
nor. Just before each national Legion convention, Milt grows a
mustache and goatee and arrives
at the convention with his famous
jug of whiskey.
Well, Mother arrived home
Thursday night and is doing fine,
although she will have to remain
indoors for some time.
Mother would like to thank
everyone who was so nice to her
during her stay in the Jackson
Hospital.
Last week I told you my cousin,
Edwin Hamlett of Washington,
was coming for a visit with me.
It was real interesting hearing
about his six-weeks' appearance
at Radio City Music Hall and of
the Rockettes and members of the
ballet he and his buddies dated,
and the places they went.
From December 19 through January 3, Edwin and seventeen
other Troubadours will be in
and
Newfoundland
Greenland
where they will sing at the U. S.
Air Bases there. They will be
flown there by the Air Force. Edwin, who has never sang bass before, will have the bass solo in
the "Messiah." They will be accompanied by a famous orchestra.
The college students will be
furnished appropriate clothings by
the Air Force for their stay in
Greenland and Newfoundland, as
It will be fifty below zero while
they are there.
Later on the group will go to
Iceland to sing.
If you saw the November 8th
Issue of Look Magazine, you saw
a story about the Troubadours,
featuring one of the girls and Edwin's roommate in New York, a

senior law etudent.
At present. Edwin is attending
classes at George Washington
University in the mornings and
evenings, and in the afternoons he
works at the Library of Congress.
A very charming and attractive
young lady from Guatamala is
visiting in the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Otis Sizzle in Highlands this
week. We have been invited out
to meet her and hope that we will
find time to do so. Mr. and Mrs.
Sizzle met the young lady, who
works for the government in
Guatamala, while they were enroute there to visit their daughter,
Nell, and her family back some
time ago. They became friends
and invited her to come for a visit.
She arrived here Friday afternoon.

FOR
other news items. The letter I reA
ceived today follows, as I thought
SCRIPTURE
it might be helpful for local peoCAKE:
ple and funeral directors to know
"Stay me with flagons, comfort
just what the CA requires in death
me with apples," sighed the singer
notices.
of the Song of Solomon, little
knowing that richer fare was
Dear Correspondent:
within reach on either side of him
A recent survey of death stories In the Old Testament.
ApCommercial
The
by
published
it either until
We didn't know .
peal showed that about 20 per
W. F. Schutt of 1717 15th
cent of the stories were incom- Mrs.
ave., S., put us on to Scripture
plete.
cake, which she says is "my pet
incomplete,
were
Of those that
for unusual recipes. I know it's
the majority of them involved the good as I made them for special
so-called "retired farmer". A re- occasions, and it's quite interesttired farmer can be anything from
ing when one follows up the Bible
a day-laborer to a wealthy land- references."
say
stories
the
of
owner. Some
We were not able to give it the
John Jones died without giving
award in Mary Lyles Wilson's
any identification at all.
cake recipe contest but we admit
An obit without any identifica- that the presentation of the inThe
and
tion is not publishable
gredients sent us, as it may send
Commercial Appeal will not conyou, thumbing through Holy Writ
tinue publishing such stories. Efto check on references.
fectively immediately, each perScripture cake requires 4 1-2
son must be identified.
cups of flour (see I kings 4:22), 1
If a person has farmed _ he cup of butter (Judges 5:25 has one
must have been a tenant farmer, a of our favorite sentences: "She
cotton farmer, a rice farmer, a brought forth butter in a lordly
general crops farmer, a livestock dish." Shows the proper respect
farmer, dairy farmer and he must for both food and guest.), 2 cups
have lived in some community of sugar (Jeremiah 6:20 calls it
Perhaps the person is not widely "sweet cane" and the prophet reknown in the county, but he may fused it. which convinces us that
have a son or daughter who is and the cane was sugar). 2 cups of
in that case you can identify the raisins (I Samuel 30:12). 2 cups of
person by saying he was the father figs (Nahum 912), 11 eggs (Jereof John Smith who is mayor of miah 17:11, 2 cups of almonds
SOME TOWN.
(Numbers 178) 6 tablespoons of
There is usually • good story milk (Judges 4:19), 2 teaspoons of
about everyone but it takes a lit- honey (I Samuel again. 14:25), 2
tle effort sometimes to get that in- teaspoons baking powder (it's
formation. I suggest that you dis- leaven, of course, in Amos
4:5),
cuss the problem with the funeral and 2 teaspoons each of salt (Lehomes and let them know your viticus 21) and spices (11 Chronirequirements so they can obtain cles 9:9).
that information from the memMix dry ingredients together,
bers of the family.
cream the butter and sugar and
Each death story should include
add the 11 eggs, well beaten, and
the age of the person but it is not milk and honey. Work the dry inis
manatory in case of women. It
gredients into the liquid, then add
important to give the day of the
floured fruits and the almonds.
death and the time, place and
Pour the dough into a large, lined
minister who will officiate at the
cake pan and bake slowly at 354)
service.
degrees F. as with a real fruit
We on the Tri-State Desk are
cake.
counting on your co-operation in
"This is indeed a very delicious
making the death stories comcake and is quite fitting servet
plete.
with a Thanksgiving dinner," says
Sincerely yours.
Mrs. Schutt.
Eugene D. Rutland
Our own, not Mrs. Schutt's. sug_
Tri-State Editor
gestion is to serve Scripture cake
Mrs. Carey Frields, our Austin with a glass of something like the
Springs correspondent, writes: "I "firmament" that flowed in the
had heard more than once there memorable fish fry scene of "The
was a recipe for a 'Scripture Green Pastures." Milk for the
Cake' and while I was visiting small angels.
with my sister. Mrs. Roy Hammett and family on the Hollow
Rock-Vale Road back in SeptemComplete Line
ber, she asked me if I had the
recipe, therefore I have gotten it
Hearing Aid Batteries
at last. I hope some of the readkw all makes of heart=
ers will take time to bake one, for
Visit mar Hearing Aid
some special occasion or during ..at at your first opportunity
the holidays."
The recipe follows:
CITY DRUG CO.
lit lake Street
Phase 70
Accurate
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Jewelry Company

I understand that Mrs. Fred
Holder is doing alright with her
day nursery out on the Mayfield
Highway. Someone suggested that
I go out and do a feature. Will do,
just as soon as I can find the
time.

SHOES and BOOTS
FOR MEN
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savings
First Industrial Plan
107 South 4th St.

212 MAIN ST.

Paducah

The Whitnel Funeral Home
Cadillac Ambulance Service
- - - always Dependable, Courteous
and Efficient.

A Memorial Service
.with Sympathy and Dignity
408 Eddings Street

Tel. 88

Call Us To Save
Money On Repairs

Everyone is invited to attend the
open house at the new South Fulton City Hall next Sunday from 2
to 4 p. m.

From time to time, I, along with
other Commercial Appeal conespondenta, receive letters of instruction on death notices, or
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Forrester Shoe Shop

I understand that two local
ladies are opening up a new business here soon. Maybe Saturday
Watch for the announcement of
their opening.

We are so glad to see City Judge
H. H. Perce back at work after
having been a patient in a local
hospital.
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FIRST QUALITY
FIRST LINE

$8.95 To $24.95
Mrs. Pete Green is all excited
these days. Her younger daughter,
Jackie, and her husband will be
arriving any day now from Bermuda. Jackie plans to stay home
and her husband will be returning
to Bermuda in about a .month, I
believe. He is stationed there is
the U. S. Air Force. Jackie has
been there around a year, now.
Also, arriving in Fulton for a
visit during the Christmas holidays will be Mrs. Green's older
daughter, Mrs. Nick Nichols and
her family from Lansing, Mich.
They should arrive about December 19.
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Diary of Doin's
(Items gathered along Fulton's merry way
for your pleasure and your scrapbook)
Aching feet can make Christmas shopping a dreaded chore instead of the fun it should be, notes Mrs. McLeod, County Home Demonstration Agent.
She offers these tips for shopping painlessly—without
tired, aching feet by the time you've bought presents for
everyone on your list.
Don't wait until the last minute to do your Christmas shopping, she warns. The more crowded the store,
the more tired your feet will be when you get home.
"Shop" newspaper ads for gift ideas, and plan your
shopping before you go, to save steps and "mis-steps".
Divide your shopping into several trips, instead of trying
to do everything in one hectic day.
Wear comfortable shoes, she recommends. A shoe with a low or
medium heel gives you a firm
stride and a balanced stance. Wear
closed-toe foot-wear, for your
shoes probably will be "walked
on" almost as much as "walked
in" during the holiday rush. Light_
weight but sturdy leather soles on
your shoes cushion your feet
against pavement pounding. And
smooth linings protect against
chafing, irritation and blisters.
Be weather - wise, too, she suggests. On wet days, a pair of smart
leather boot-shoes keep out wind
and rain but still leave you lightfooted. Over-the-ankle boots make
shopping in the snow less of a
chore.
And pamper your feet when you
get home from shopping, Mrs. Mc_
Leoci concludes.. Take a few minutes to put your feet upon a chair
or couch and relax. Remember to
"take it easy" - aching feet can
take the enjoyment out of ChristMag.
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The Music Department of the
Fulton Woman's Club met last
Tuesday night at the club home.
An interesting program was presented by Mrs. Win Whitnel, who
gave a review of Symphonies.
The Susanna Wesley Circle of
the Paris District met November
10 at 11:00 o'clock wiTh Mrs. Jean
Crittendon of Fulton, Kentucky.
The businsss session was conducted by the president, Mrs. Monette
Adams. Plans were made for the
Christmas banquet, which will be
December 16 at 7 p. m. at the First
Methodist Church, Paris, Tennessee. This will be a dinner for both
the ministers and their wives of
the Paris District. Mrs. Aileen
Knott gave an inspiring devotional "If There is Anything Worthy
Of Praise."
Mrs. Crittendon, assisted by Mrs.
Patsy Hilliard, and Mrs Nell Dotson served a delicious Thanksgiving luncheon to 24 Susannas.
Tables were decorated for the
occasion. Mrs. Ann Lyles, Mrs.
Monette Adams, Mrs. Doris Eubanks, and Mrs. Esther Marrs presented an extremely interesting
and educational
program
on
"Japan."

The November meeting of the
State Line Homemakers was held
in the home of Mrs. Doyle Phillips,
with the president, Mrs. Adair
Cannon presiding. In the absence
of the Devotional Leaner, Mrs. Edwin Cannon, Mrs. Ruby Phillips
read the Psalms 100. Roll call was
answered with "What I'm Thankful For", by eight members and
four visitors, Mrs. Bertie Phillips,
Mrs. Shirley Phillips, Mrs. Mary
iniard and Mrs. Madeline Bowers.
On December 1 at 1:30 p. m. at
the R. E. A. building in Mayfield,
a lesson on Christmas decorations
will be given. All members are
urged to attend and visitors are
welcome.
In the absence of Mrs. Marjorie
Parrish, the major lesson on
"Lighting" was given by Mrs. Ira
Mae Hedge on how important
lighting is and showed by demonstration how much light bulbs
have been improved.
After a wonderfui
Sunshine gifts were received by Mrs.
Ruby Phillips, Mrs. Elsie Williams, Mrs. Mary Cavendar and
Mrs. Sue Bruce.
The Minor Lesson was given by
Mrs. Lillie Mae Walker on our two
new states, Alaska and Hawaii.
This was enjoyed by all.
Mrs. Ira May Hedge gave the
landscape notes—"How we should
prepare our plants and trees for
winter."
Mrs Doyle Phillips led the recreation, which was enjoyed by the
members.
The club adjourned to meet
with Mrs. Thomas Bruce on December 14 at 10:30 a. m. for a
Christmas dinner and gift exchange.
Misses Anne Fall and Judy
Browning were hostesses Friday
to a delightful luncheon, complimenting Miss Susan McDaniel and
her houseguests, all of whom are
students at St. Mary's of Notre
Dame. The party was held at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Fall,
Third street.
A tasty luncheon was served at
twelve-thirty to the following—
Miss McDaniel. Miss Marilyn Coeciatore of Rockford, Illinois, Miss
Mary Griffin of San Francisco,
Miss Pat Gallagher of San Fran-

cisco and Miss Charmaine Hitch- elected: president, Mrs. J. M. May- Mrs. Clifton Hamlett of Jackson
cox of DeKalb, Ill., Miss Ella berry; vice-president, Mrs. L. D. and son, Edwin, of Washington,
Doyle, Mrs. Charles Bowers, Mrs, Allen; secretary-treasurer, Mrs. J. D. C. spent Friday and Friday
Max McDade and the hostesses.
C. Roberts; reporter, Mrs. Oscar night in Fulton visiting relatives.
Faulkner.
A delicious lunch was served to
Mr. and Mrs. Phil Parker and
Mr. and Mrs. John Bailey of
Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Jackson 24 members, and three visitors, Mayfield were dinner guests of
Miss
Cora Livingston discussed Mr. and -Mrs.
spent Wednesday and ThanksgivLeland Jewell and
small kitchen utensils and gave
ing Day in Memphis.
Ouida Thursday evening.
pamphlets
of
recipes.
Mrs. Jimmy Jackson and Mr.
Mrs. M. W. Blankenship, popular
The Christmas party will be at
Larry Glasgow of Fayetteville,
visitor from Montgomery, Ala.,
Tenn. attended the Vanderbilt- the Farm Bureau Hall in Union was the inspiration for a luncheon
Tennessee football game last Sat- City Dec. 14.
and open-house during her weekurday in Nashville, Tenn.
end stay here.
The annual Christmas party of
A group of friends entertained
The Pierce-Harris Club met re- the local B&PW club is scheduled with a luncheon in her home Fricently in the home of Mr. and for next Tuesday evening at the day at 1 p. m. at the Derby.
Mrs. W. E. Barker. The president Park Terrace.
Mrs. C. D. Edwards, Mrs. Paul
called the meeting to order with
Howard and Mrs. Wilburn Allen
the reading of the club creed.
Mr. and Mrs. H. G. Luther and entertained with open house all
Bro. Dave Hilliard gave the de- granddaughters and
Mrs. Gene day Friday at the Allen home in
votional thoughts from the 118 Roberts of Mayfield and
Mrs. A. Country Club Court.
psalms, verse 24 and led in pray- L. Gunter, Mrs. Brenda
Paschall
er.
_ and son, Ricky, visited relatives
Miss Linda Kimbell, bride-elect
The following officers were in Fulton over the
weekend.
of John Jackson, was compliment_
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Somewhere in Graham's enormous stocks of living room suites you
will find just what you are looking for in a Living Room Suite, be it

Practical Idea! A New Bedroom

modern period style or just styled for casual comfort. Surprise your
family this Christmas with a wonderful new living room! Visit Gra-

On Graham's four floors of furniture you will

ham's now.

find huge selection of every popular type of

"Four Floors Of Fine Furniture"

bedroom suite2and nothing makes a more welcome Christmas gift. Nothing keeps on being so
appreciated for years to come. First, visit our
store and let us show you around!

Oceasional Tables
<
0
,011

rluf

,
II

scription to fit any pocketbook.
Lamp tables, end tables, radio

•.1

from

rocking chairs — TV tables —
small appliances — large appliances. Nationally _ known brand

How Are Your Chairs
At Home, Now?

Tee

RW.WealatSon4
LAKE STREET

FULTON,KY.

larr4
0

All Christmas furniture gifts are
not expensive to be appreciated:
one of a pair ol our beautiful
lamps may be Just the thing she
wants! all prices, any styles; bun.-

Lounge chairs for the living room,
platform rockers for the den or
that 'reading' corner, slipper
chairs for the bedroom
_
Graham has HUNDREDS of chairs
that are handsome, inviting and
comfortable, and when do you buy
them but at Christmas! Make your
selections now for Christmas-eve
delivery.

dreds in stock.

names!

SHE IS A
BRIDGE PLAYER ??
She will love a set of durabl
SAMSON chairs and card table.
Practical, long - lasting, bora
wearing, SAMSON products are
useful for hundreds of different
occasions. too. Available in colors.

$9.95

Good looking and durable, too. They're correct for most
every occasion ... and so comfortable, you'll wear them
everywhere. "Hell Cat" tanned to resist dirt, repel water,
stay new looking longer. Simply brush to clean, restore
leather. Comes with springy crepe sole, steel shank support. Sizes and widths to fit everybody.

—

asset to any home.

bresthia' brushed pigskin by Wolverine

kne 307

feit:1-

tables, coffee tables and just plain

Hassocks — stools — luggage
racks — mirror — pictures —

ion

of every de-

tables. Tables that would be an

preciated!

ha

FOR EVERY NEED!
We have tables

-

IN STYLE
ALL THE TIME
Hush Puppies

VIC

A Gift For The Whole Family

GIVE A LAMP

•

Arrangements and plans are al.
most complete for the Medical
Auxiliary Fashion Show
and
luncheon to be held at 12:30 p. m
Thursday at the Fulton Country
Club.

6.

s

SibAre

Those sending gifts included Mr.
and Mrs. Cleatus Wilbank, Mr. and
Mrs. James Hazelwood, Mr. and
Mrs. Guy Upton, Mr. and Mrs.
William D. Kimbell and Mr. and
Mrs. W. C. Picklemeyer of Gary,
Indiana.

P•

..„,lese•asete

•

honoree, Miss Kimbell, hire
James Kimbell, Mrs. Mayme Kim.
bell, Mrs. Herbert Jackson, Mrs.
Charles Elliott, Miss Patsy Babb,
Miss Betty Beadles, Mrs. Stanley
Beadles, Mrs. Bobby Rhodes and
Melodic and the hostesses.

At'
A Christmas Tradition

Hundreds of smart gift ideas for
your home that are practical, ap-

sr Is 'Sr
That le
sl. eMilvie. and
*Pars. it

ed recently with a bridal shower
in the parlor of the First Baptist
Church,
Miss Kimbell was presented a
corsage made of ribbons and
miniature household gadgets by
the hostesses, Mrs. Billy Nelms,
Miss Joan Kimbell and Miss Joan
Clark.
The gift table was centered with
an umbrella decorated with tiny
stems of lilies of the valley. A series of games was played with
Mrs. Herbert Jackson, Mrs. Stanley Beadles and Miss Betty Beadles as winners. The winners then
presented their prizes to the
honoree. Miss Kimbel received
many lovely and useful gifts.
Refreshments of cup cakes and
cold drinks were served to the
guests.
Those attending included the
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LANE CEDAR CREST
Most beautiful chests on the
market Traditional styling, as
well as new modern and period
styling that will make her
"LANE" also a lovely piece of furniture. Come, see,

GIVE HER A DESK!
We have desks and secretaries of
description.
price and
every
They're ornamental as well as
useful, and a good one is a once-a_
lifetime gift. Come in and look
around!

Ask About Our Easy Payment Plan • • • •

Graham Furniture Co:
303 Walnut Street

Phone 185

Fulton, Kentucky
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Preceding the South Fultonday by Jackson Brothers Funeral
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City basketball game, the
Union
services were held today
the November Reader's Digest.
Well, Thanksgiving is over and Louis arrived this past week for car and
a
South Fulton PTA is sponsoring
at 1 p. m. at the Latter
(Monday)
Leopards ar almost gone because I hope everyone had something to
Thanksgiving holidays with their
at the cafeteria
supper
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Church in Tr -City,
Saints
Day
former
their coats are fashionable. Gi- be thankful for. I did, even though
The murder trial of
sister, Mrs. Grover True and Mr.
December 2. Serving
Ky. Rev. Curtis Ross officiated. Hickman County Attorney Robert on Friday,
raffes and wild beasts are going I'm still confined to a wheelchair.
While here, Bill has enjoyTrue.
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at
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will
Park
Highlands
as
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be
can
Burial was in
because their tails
been continued.
The joint servico between John- ed his favorite sport, quail hunt- Cemetery, Mayfield. Sympathy is Humphreys has
call 261. Adult tickets are $1.00
fly swatters, retailing at about $1
son's Grove and Chapel Hill at ing. Sunday he and his wife, extended all bereaved ones.
Commonwealth's Attorney Har- and children wider 12 are 50c.
each.
Johnson's Grove Church was at- Edith, and the True family motorry J. Roberts announced in motion
about
remains
Frields
Mr. Ed
tended by a large crowd. Rev. ed to Memphis on an outing.
hour Friday that the commonRARE NAMES!
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well at times. He is able to move
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The high school seniors in Obion
around in bed, and also sits up in
chosen some picturesque labels, quartette rendered three numbers. where she has
was scheduled, on Tuesday mornbeen a patient of
reWeakley Counties and other
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Children
Encyclopedi
and
chair.
Book
rolling
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World
notes
Mrs. Morris George of Dearborn, injuries sustained in a fall from a
ing of this week.
counties can start mak_
,
Tennessee
bedside.
his
Readpusters
at
About the time of the
Mich., spent the holidays with her tractor. She is now able to get a maining
Humphreys is accused of the lug financial plans for their colthe GOP was split between the niece, Mrs. Alger Hay and Mrs. brace for her back. Get well wishMr. and Mrs. Eugene Lassiter
murder of Allen Erranton, May- lege education by applying now
Stalwarts and the Half-Breeds.
Edd Hay and visited her father, es are extended that she may and baby son, Mark, of Martin
field.
for the more than 150 freshman
TO HELP PROTECT
Mr.
parents,
their
of
visitors
were
Jim Netherly in Haws Rest Home. quickly recover.
scholarships offered by the Unithe
over
LIFE"
Lassiter,
OF
and Mrs. Buton
THE "PRIME
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Raymond
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Mitchell
versity of Tennessee for study
and son, Don, of Nashville visited and baby son, Mark, Miss Judy Thanksgiving holidays.
Ky., also Mrs. Jennie -lc :Ison, who during the next school year.
You've been hoping for a forMr. Kenny Donoho of Russell- is a shutin at the home of her
relatives here during the holidays. Mitchell of Lexington, Ky., Mrs.
mula like this— with extra potency to support a positive sense
ville, Ind. returned home for a sister, Mrs. Hattie Shepherd.
They were dinner guests of Mr. Charles Smith
daughter,
and
of well-being and mental alertRUPTURE
and Mrs. Ernest Lowe Thanks- Melody, ti•id George Ed Cunning- few days here at the bedside of
Some tobacco was classed and
All Makes and Medals
ness. It provides important lipoDonoho,
Day.
giving
The New Sensational Invention
ham of Dresden, Tenn., and Mr. his mother, Mrs. Harvey
here
farmers
the
among
stripped
tropes, as well as the more com•
Tram
Saaberland's
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Chandler and Mrs. Randall Cunningham and who is a patient in Jones Clinic in last week, during the warm humid
plete vitamin-mineral protection
MOTOROLA
of Jackson were guests of Miss children, Steve and Beth, of Bow- Fulton.
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desirable for the mature adult.
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Sales and Services
No Odors
Mary Holman Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Vincent spent be done. A good crop is reported
ling Green, Ky., visited their
•
Little Miss Paula Long is on the grandparents, Mr. liand Mrs. Ed Thanksgiving Day with relatives and with proper handling the
City Drug Co.. Fulton
sick list.
Frields during the Thanksgiving in Mayfield.
farmers expect a fancy price.
Mr. and Mrs. Dick Tucker and holidays. Each left Sunday for
Mrs. Herschel Maxey and her
children of near Chicago were re- their homes in various towns.
mother, Mrs. Sue Foy of Martin
Phone 459 cent visitors of Mrs. Tucker's aunt,
The entire community was sad- recently visited relatives, Mrs.
111 Lake St.
WE HAVE YOUR
Mrs. John Smith and Mr. Smith. dened this past weekend, when Nola McNeilly near Pilot Oak,
Mr. and Mrs Cecil McNatt spent
Thursday in Dyersburg with their
MILL QUART $5.00
daughter, Mrs. Kenneth Alford
Another daughter, Miss Frankie
Ann of Memphis spent the weekend with her parents here.
Complete Assortment, all Sizes, Styles
Mr. and Mrs. Price Simon of
Memphis spent a few hours Sunday night visiting their grand$4 00
5th ...... • •
mother, Mrs. Jessie Raines at the
PINK AND BLUE SMALL TESTAMENTS
$2.50
Pint
home of Mr. and Mrs. Jack Lowe.
i. Pint
..
$1.30
Mrs Raines is recovering from an
in popular collar
illness after spending 10 days in
(4 Years Old)
Hillview Hospital
Styles and sleeve
Fulton
Mrs. Mattie Nicholson of JackLake Street
son is a houseguest of Mr. and
lengths.
Mrs Cecil McNatt.
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Alford of
Also Available in 5KODAK GIFTS SAY:
Dyersburg visited Mrs Alfred's
Year Bottled In Bond
mother, Mrs Mettle Rogers SunPints Fifth - $4.75
day.
Half Pinta $2.95
Mr. and Mrs. Will Matthews
$1.50
and Harry of Dukedom spent
Thanksgiving with DeWitt Matthews.
Mr. and Mrs. William Long.
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Fulton
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CITY DRUG COMPANY

$4.50 UP

"Open
!
me first"

RICE'S MEN'S WEAR

T1

CA'7CE NEWS
Clarke Bondurast

umeeosE10411

4104104.41m.

BROWNIE StCiNflia OUTFIT
Newest in flash. .. in a complete gilt outfit!
Starmite
Everything for indoor-outdoor snopshootingl Brownie
efficient built-in
Camera is small in size, easy to use! A tiny but
keeps you
flash reflector that uses low-cost AG-1 flashbulbs
or color
always set to shoot! Camera takes black-and-white
occasion!
snapshots and color super-slides. Ideal gift for any

ALL FOR $11.95

EVANS DRUG STORE
Lake St.

"The Rexall Store"
Phones 95, 795
Fulton

MOTOROLA TV
Powerful handwired chassis reproduces 5,600,000 cycles of
picture Information every second—has 20,000 volts of picture
power for great picture detail and clarity. Exclusive prefocused Golden "M" picture tube focuses electrons into
thin stream for improved picture detail. And there's long
life in the picture tube due to large effective cathode emission area.

Archie Cruce of Detroit spent
several days visiting Mr. and Mrs
Harry Tucker, Sr. and Mr. and
Mrs. H. D. Harrison.
We are sorry little David McClanahan has been in Jones Hospital We are glad he is better and
at home.
Thanksgiving day dinner guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Rob Johnson
were Mr. and Mrs. Horace Roper
of Hickman, Mrs. Effie Roper, Mrs.
Bertie Copeland and Miss Eva
Johnson.
Miss Mary Ann Simpson spent
the weekend with friends in Murray.
Thanksgiving day guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Roy Cruce were Mrs.
Montez Oliver and Monette and
Mrs. Donald Ray of Fulton and
Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Stayton and
family.
Mrs. Edna Alexander spent
Thanksgiving in Nashville with
Mrs. Lula Tyler and Helen.
Mr. and Mrs Forrester and Mrs
Ruby Baird of Union City visited
Mr. and Mrs. Dood Campbell
Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Tucker Sr.,
Mr. Archie Cruce, Mr. and Mrs.
H 0 Harrison, Freda Kent and
Jim Tipton spent Thanksgiving
Day with Mr and Mrs. Walter
Bequette and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Sloan and
family of Covington, Tenn. visited
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Sloan Saturday.

Now Is The Time To

$19.95 Down
CONVENIENCE FKATURES
FOR SXTRA VIM/SING F'LEASURE
•Custom-Matic Tuner keeps stations fine tuned—indefinitely.
•Circuit Guard shuts-off receiver In the event of signal overload.
•Tinted Eye Shade Filter gives picture increased picture contrast

WADE TELEVISIONPhone 450

111 Lake Street

triers,

meat)

501 Kentucky Ave.
Fulton - Mayfield Highway

• Immediate Delivery
• All Sizes On Hand

CITY COAL CO
Phone 51

pictu

rally,

pen(

maze

G.A.111
218

Built for your Convenience!
Plenty of Free Parking Space
Drive - Up Window
Front Door, Side Door, Rear Door Entrances
Ladies Are Especially Invited

When we kilt this Store

WE HAD "YOU" IN MIND

Order For

COAL

It's t
sion

Cold Weather
IsSoon Coming
Give Us Your

MODEL 21T73
V overall dieponsi meas. 2e3
ea. in. picture viewing area. in
Mahogany—Blond—walnut
colors.

Now Open

Visit us now for your
Holiday needs. We
Have Complete Stocks

501 LIQUORS
"FULTON'S NEWEST, MOST MODERN Liana STORE
Foad and Fred Homra

501 Kentucky Aye.

,1980
--CR
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Lawsuits Against Governor, State Hold Up Veb BonusPayments
Some 200,000 veterans have applied for bonus payments according to Major General Arthur Y.
Lloyd, Kentucky bonus law administrator.
He said litigation aaginst Governor Bert Combs and other state
officials is holding up payment to
the war veterans.
Lloyd explained the bonus cannot be paid until bonds are sold to
finance it. Prospective bond purchasers will not buy until all legal
questions about the bonus have
been settled.
Sale of bonds, backed up by
sales tax money, was specified on
the ballot of the referendum in
which Kentuckians voted to pay
the bonus.

ivention

TIMM
ye —

Lloyd said both he and the Governor are "anxious for the bonus
to be paid as soon as 4:Hassible."

Litton

Now awaiting decision by the
Kentucky Court of Appeals Is a
ruling by Warren Circuit Court
that is is constitutional for the

CHRISTMAS IS JUST
AROUND THE CORNER!

Commonwealth to pay a bonus to
veterans who have moved to other
states. The appeal was filed by attorney Paul R. Huddleston for two
Bowling Green doctors.
They had attacked the bonus
law after a special session of the
Legislature, called by Governor
Combs, amended it to authorize
payment to out-of-state veterans.
Also pending decision by the appellate court is a petition for rehearing filed by Huddleston on a
previous ruling by the high tribunal. This opinion upheld the residency requirement. later eliminated by the special session, and also
upheld the bond sal procedure.
Huddleston has indicated he
would take the cases to the Supreme Court of the United States.
Due to the number of applications already distributed under the
old law, bonus director Norbert
application
Rechtin said new
formsh would not be printed leaving out the section concerning
state residence. He explained applications will continue to use
present forms without being required to fill out this section.
Application forms may be obtained at county clerk's offices and
from veterans organizations.

•CHESTNUT GLADE
Mrs. Harvey Vaughn •
.
(Last Week)

'niton

ve.
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Someone wlw ha.s
"everything"
would prize a
portrait of
your family!
It's the perfect special ones.
sion gift for the relative or
friend to whom your family
means so much. (STUDIO)
pictures everyone moat naturally, with expressions and
personality captured for permanent memories!

GARDNER'S STUDIO
218 Commercial Ave.

Telephone 693

WALLPAPER
CLOSEOUTS

Much preparation for the winter
months has been possible for the
past several days due to the unusually nice weather. Several have
taken advantage of the ideal weather to prepare gardens for early
spring planting.
Mr and Mrs. J. B. Nanney are
vacationing for the past several
days with Mr. and Mrs. Minard
Nanney in Detroit. Their plans are
to spend Thanksgiving with the
Millers in Akron, Ohio.
Word has been received that
David Nanney had been so sick
that he has been sent to a hospital in Germany from where he
has been stationed in Turkey. His
many friends are wishing him a
speedy recover.
Sympathy is extended to the
family of Mrs. Tom Nabors who
passed away last Saturday after
a long illness.
Mr. Louis Burke remains in a
critical condition at the Fulton
hospital where he has been a
patient for several weeks.
Mrs. Lucy Gibbs and Mrs. Harvey Vaughan visited Mrs. Sallie
Nanney and Mrs. Minnie Brann
at the Henderson Rest Home last
week they both appear to be about
as usual. Mama Nanney due to her
95 years only sits up for a short
time each day. Mrs. Minnie is still
able to keep busy crocheting. She
has most likely done more crocheting than any person of my acquaintance. Miss Flora Oliver was
also visited. She is feeling much
better although still bedfast. She
thoroughly enjoys visits of her
friends.
Mrs. Opal Pounds is another
very busy person at this season.
She enjoys an unusual hobby of
shelling walnuts. She is taking
orders for the shelling back walnuts and has already filled a large
number of orders the past few
weeks. She has an order from
Chicago for all she can supply,
but she says she will fill her local
orders first.

Dedication Of
Tire Plant Has
Been Postponed

ability thereafter.
Q—I am now receiving pension
from the VA, and have a right
to switch to the new system of
payments which took effect July 1,
1960. If I decided I want to switch
over, is there any deadline before
which I must make the change?

.41111111111111181111111

Here are authoritative answers
A—No. You may make the
from the Veterans Administration
Be sure you're
to questions of interest from for- change any time.
switch because
mer servicemen and their families: right before you
Announcement has been made
your decision is final. See your
Q—I am a Korea veteran, disby Robert Rehm, manager of the charged in 1953, and taking a cor- nearest VA office if you need
General Tire and Rubber Com- respondence course for college help.
pany here, and officials of the credits under the GI Bill. My
company in Akron, that the dedi- eight-year- from date of discharge
cation of the new $15,000,000 will be up in 1961, but at the rate
plant at Mayfield originally set for I am going I will not be able to
December 8 and 9 has been post- complete my course in time. Can
poned.
I get an extension of time from
Rehm said that several unfor- VA?
Compact, perfectly balauced; easy
seen circumstances had arisen that
A—No. The law says you must to carry, easy to use on farm,
made it impossible to hold the complete your GI education withor woodlot!
deciation on the original dates. He in eight years from your separa- campsite, ranch
said that Senator John Sherman tion from the armed services. BetCooper, and First District Repre- ter try to work in the courses yob
sentative Frank Albert Stubble- need before your deadline.
field, had found it impossible to be
Q—I need the record of my dishere on those dates and that M. G. charge from the Army in order to
O'Neil, president of General Tire apply for a VA benefit but can't
and Rubber Company also would find the one issued to me. Can
have been unable to be here on VA provide me with another?
the original dates.
—No. To get a replacement for
Rehm added that a new date for your lost discharge, you should
the dedication of the huge plant write to the Department of Dewill be set as soon as possible.
fense, Military Personnel Records
In addition to top officals of Center, 9700 Page Boulevard, St.
Mo.
General Tire,
Governor Bert Louis,
talking
Q—I have a GI insurance policy
As Low As $3.45
Miss Jenelda Sanders of Louisville prepares to "read" a
Combs,
Senator
Morton
Thurston
aloud.
book
a
reading
book—that is, a recording of someone
and am entitled to take out the
J Weekly after small
for
and
other
notables
Kentucky
are
apply
who
persons
blind
to
About 10,000 titles are available
total disability income rider which
down payment.
free
expected to attend the dadication
them. They are free of rental charges and are carried
would pay me $10 a month per
persons
that
suggested
has
Combs
Bert
Gov.
ceremonies.
through the malls.
each $100 of insurance if I were
reading the accompanying story tell sag blind acquaintances
to become disabled. Would these
, about the 'Derek*.
payments start from the date of
UK MUSIC COORDINATOR
TRACTOR CO.
my disability?
Tr.. The TIM —NENTLFIL"
Gordon Nash. coordinator of
Fourth St.
A—No, the total and permanent
Phone 169
music events for University of disability on which the rider pays
Programs, policyholders must have been in
Kentucky Extended
has been awarded an honorary existence six months before payThe News would like to wish membership in the North Carolina ments can be made. Payments
Happy Birthday to the following Educators Association. He is a past start with the seventh month after
president of the North Carolina the disability occured, and conAfter many years of trying, Ful- people:
tinue duing the time of the diston High has acquired glass backDec. 1: Mrs Rosie Mitchell, Migwere
backboards
boards. Glass
non Fleming, Jerome Mulcahy and
used first by colleges to provide a
Mrs. Florence Bowen; Dec. 2;
TOM KIINKNATNICK, big wee
better view for fans sitting beMargaret Ann Guthrie, Eph P.
hunter and owner of Use Tom
hind the backboard. Soon all
Kirkpatrick Cattle Company et
Dawes, Ernest Cardwell, John
tournaments were played on glass
Bradshaw, Nebraska,.says,
Daniel, and Mrs. Kelly Jones; Dec.
backboards Therefore many high
3: Linda Sue choate, Nancy Matso
backboards
these
got
schools
thews, Nancy Faulkner, Elson Mcthat their players would be acGuire. Jerry Cavender, Charles
customed to them.
Reams, Frank Beadles.
90 Prom
Last year every team we played
h Pint
Plan your program in advance,
home
At
had these backboards.
then buy feed where and when
our backboards were an advantage
Even if you sell to zoos, adveryou plea se. Repayment is mad.
because our opponents were not tise more in The News.
when hogs are marketed. Interused to them. Away from home
est applies to actual days money
the situation was reversed.
is used. And, when you deal
with us, you become a partThis summer the people of the
owner of the Association. So
town helped raise the money
come in and talk over a plan.
needed, and the new backboards
ned credit program TODAY.
were installed. Good luck to the
Bulldogs and their new backboard&
MELLOW-MASH

This Chain Saw Is

TOPS

140NIELITE

BURNETTE

F. H.S. Acquires Happy Birthday
Glass Backboards

PCA Loans

for Hog Feeders

U K SCHOOL ONE OF FIVE
The Patterson School of Deplomacy and International Commerce at the University of Kentucky is only one of five sush
schools in the United States.

Yellowstone
The Greatest American Whiskey
Kentucky Straight Bourbon. 90 Proof & 100 Proof Bottled-In-Bond

Jackson Purchase
Production Credit Ass'n.
206 Clinton St. — Hickman, Ky.
JOHN P. WILSON
Field Office Manager

DISTILLED & BOTTLED BY YELLOwS1ONE DISTILLERY CO., LOUISVILLE—OWENSBORO, KT.

what you need
is a weekend of fun

MEDICAL CENTER STUDIED

Single Roll
(Values to 60c
•••

EXCHANGE

The University of Kentucky
Medical Center and its College
of Nursing has been obseved for
facts and figures to be included
in an evaluation study on emphasis in collegiate nursing.

We have complete stocks

for HOME and FARM
Machines
BENNETT ELECTRIC
FULTON
PHONE 7311

Eight Years Old
Elegant In Taste

Before you settle down for a long
winter, come on up to Louisville for a
wonderful weekend of fun!
Enjoy exciting basketball, superb
concerts and shows,top-notch movies,
and other attractions.
Check the aar-studded list of attractions at the right — then make
your reservations at either the Brown
or the Kentucky Hotel. They're
Louisville's finest! Write or telephone
now for reservations!

WALKER DELUXE
four, not five, not
seven, but 8 YEARS
OLD. Straight Bourbon
Whiskey; 8 Years, 86.8
Proof.
Tk7r4

THE BROWN HOTEL
Fourth & Broadway
Fifth
Pint
% Pint

$5.40
$9.40
$1.70

THE KENTUCKY HOTEL
Walnut St*.
Fifth &

Ave.

Dee.—"Can Can"—the mectacnlar
that Khrushchev said was
"irnmoral"—Brown Theatre.
Dec. 1—Basketball—University of
Louisville vs. Alabama, Coliseum, 8 p.m.
Dec. 2—Kentuck7 Opera Amen.—
Rossini'. • Cinderella," Columbia Auditorium.8:30 p.m.
Dee. 3—Basketball—University of
Louisville vs. Wittenberg,
Coliseum. 8 p.m.
Dec. 3—Holmes Travelogue—"The
Caribbean," Memorial Auditorium, 8:80 p.m.
Dec s a 6—Louisville Civic Orchestra with the Libby Starks
Ballet, Jewish Community
Center, 8:15 p.m.
Dec. 7—Basketball—University of
Kentucky vs. Notre Dame,
Coliseum, 8 p.m.
Dec. 7—Louisville Orchestra, Paul
Kling, violin soloist, Columbia Auditorium, 8:90 p.m.—
Matinee 9:00 p.m., Dec. 8.
Dec. 10—Basketball—University of
Louisville vs. Xavier, Coliseum, 8 p.m.
Dec. 12 a 13—Basketball—Bluegrass Tournament, Coliseum, approximately 7 p.m.
Dec. 1 7—Basketball—University of
Louisville vs. Georgetown.
Coliseum, 8 p.m.

•m•••••••••••
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from Page

NOTEBOOK—
Continued from Pace One
this day and time when all of us
are on the move, that to just sit
and relax for hours with those you
love the most is an occasion that
often
itself
present
doesn't
eupugh.

1)
(Continued
Hines charged that the conservancy district was not legally
created because the election was
not properly advertised, outer
boundaries of the lands included
in it were not accurately defined
and the election was not legally
conducted.
Judge Stahr overruled all the
contentions and upheld the contention of Roberts that the opponents had waived their right to
election because
the
your contest
grounds for the contest were not
;- filed within 30 days.
The circuit judge held that
notices published in the Hickman
County Gazette, together with
word of mouth advertisement the
district :proposal received, were
ample to meet legal requirements
for creation of the district.
Many of the opponents waived
their right to challenge creation of
the district when they failed to
vote in the election, he said. The
description of land included in the
district is adequate, Judge Stahr
added.
Owners of the land will be taxed
five mills per dollar valuation to
help pay for construction and
maintenance of the dams and reservoirs. Included in the district
are some 202,000 acres of land and
1,600 farms. Cost of the projects
planned inside the district is estimated at $6,520,000.
The opponents have indicated
they will appeal Judge Stahr's
ruling in the case. The circuit
judge's decision was handed down
Friday afternoon after he had
heard oral arguments by the attorneys. Briefs filed by the attorneys had been under study for
some time, however.

ing its way across expansive waters is very true indeed. Before we
get too far into those days when
long vacations are laborious, rather than fun, I'd like to take a long
cruise into foreign waters, just the
four of us and have some cherished memories that will withstand
the passing of time and years. I
think I'll embroider on that in
my spare moments... (????)

I think that the old saying that
the most lasting friendships are
made aboard a lazy steamer ply-

Shop in Fulton Where
Trading is appreciated.

Join Amelia-1 tliffl PLOW de

eltisturas
(flub
it's the smart way to prepay holiday expeatlifi
All you do is open a Christmas Club account
for an amount you can most easily afford.
Then you save that amount each week
'ond, when the club pays oft next November;

F. C. H. S. CHATTER I Fulton Wins
By Martha Earl Cox
\ South Fulton
the
that
seems
it
Well,
Loses Game
F. C. H. S. Pilots are not as yet

I

ready for the space age. On Nov.
The Fulton City Bulldogs edged
18 North Marshall Jets defeated
them with a 87-46 score and on the Wingo Indians 52-49 in a nipNov 22 the Carlisle County Corn- and-tuck contest at Wingo Tuesets downed them with a score of day night.
66-82. The '59 champs bewildered
Fulton was ahead 49-48 with
the Pilots but in the last period of 40
seconds left in the game when
the Carlisle game the Pilots sacked Jerry
Lacewell hit a field basket
up 34 points threatening to defeat 1 and a free
throw to ice the battle
the Comets.
Lacewell led the Fulton attack
At the PTA Variety show on ! with 19 points.
Nov. 19 about $90 was cleared and
John Waggoner, who scored 13,
approximately 200 attended the and
Harlon Parchman. with 12, led
affair. Everyone enjoyed the show, the way for
Wingo.
by
especially the song and dance
the chorus girls made up of Jim ! Fulton
21 11 39 52
Tipton, Junior Bequette, Flavous Wingo .
tttt
11 26 38 49
Statham, David Jame-; and Charles Murphy, all seniors.
South Fulton dropped its first
FCHS students were tickled pink
lass in seven games here Tuesday
to get out of school for the
night as a rough-and-ready game
Thanksgiving holiday. Everyone
so
being
after
needed the vacation
busy and seemed refrvshed upon
returning Monday morning.
Next week, the Pilots compete
in two more tough games. The results should be interesting so
watch for them in this column
next week.

I

ANNUAL MEETING
The annual membership meeting and election of officers of the
Fulton Country Club will be next
Monday night December 5th at
the Clubhouse. All members are
urged to attend.

CITY NATIONAL BANK

"..

11.111MIMIL

r
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• mg:
IIII

ttttttt

WADE'S
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Speaks To Rotary
Professor Wayne Tansil, head of
Public Relations at UTMII, was
the principal speaker at the regular luncheon meeting of the Fulton Rotary Club Tuesday at the
Park Terrace. He made an intererting and informative talk on
how a civic club can serve its
community effectively.
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OF HOLIDAY
2011 Main

BROCADES
We Bought 2,000 Yards of Reg. $1.99 to
$2.99 45-inch Holiday Brocade and Pass
the Unbelievable Savings on To You at
Only

TRikl

• First-quality all-rayon
tapestry brocades

112 L

• NEVER has anyone sold such fine
brocades at this LOW PRICE.

Foam Cushioning

$200

• Richly highlighted surface interest,
with exquisite floral designs.

With Trade

AN

• Choose from white, gold, grey,
sand beige and champagne.

27 x 54 Wool
Throw Rugs $3.88

• An ideal fabric for after-five
and formal fashions

Salei

Small Appliances, Ottoman's,

RECLINER
$48.88

206 1

• YOU MUST COME EARLY for best selection! These brocades won't last
long at this price!

— ALL —

Pillow - Back

Hampers, Pictures

SALE - PRICED
For Christmas

With Trade

— Trade with Wade and Save:4—
-apsoasanINIRM

Wade Furniture
Lake Street

Felt SAL
two-tone
5-Gal. de
heat 4 to
Call

automatic

TOASTER

SECTIONAL

CAI
I wish
predation
for every
to me dur
bless you

GILLUM

Your Holiday
Gift Headquarters

4 - Piece

CUL
ALL KID
while
Shoe -S1

555 FULTON, KY.
CHapel 7-1833
MAYFIELD, KY.

Unbelieveable Special Purchase

BAND IN PARADE
The South Fulton band is one
of nine bands which participated
you'll WINO isst441
14 sure to join
in the annual Jaycee sponsorST LOUIS VISITORS
ed Christmas parade at Union
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Gadberry of City on November 28. Other
St. Louis visited Mr. and Mrs. Bill bands included—Dyersburg, Tren_
Gadberry and Freddie during the ton, Humboldt, Martin, Milan,
'TREE PARKING FOR CUSTOMERS AT REAR"
Union City, Hickman and Clinton.
Member Federal Reserve weekend.
Member E. D. L C
tou receive your Christmas Club check.

GRANTS OF 864,318
found Martin emerging victorious
82-60.
A total of $66,910 has gone into
A nip-and-tuck game all the scholarships and honor loans for
way, the home team never trailed 115 engineering students at the
by more than six points with the University of Kentucky, accordthe
final period producing the game- ing to R. E. Shaver, dean of
when forward College of Engineering. Representwinning blow
Bucky Harris pumped in eight ing grants for this semester, the
funds were given by 39 companys,
points to ice the game.
and
organizations. foundation
Harris led the Martin victory
Largest grant was
agencies.
with a total of 21 points, helped
for a graduate student
by George Hester. who chipped in $2,400
in mining engineering.
majoring
with 19. Jimmy Lowe was the
star of the game for South Fulton
with 24 points and Donald ParchDON'T MOVE WITHOUT
man added 18 points.
CALLING COLLECT

Page 7

Phone 103

REMNANT
HOUSE

Pick

phon
Fulion, Ky.

Greenfield, Tenn.
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MAYTAG WASHERS, 'Unman
and automatic models, $139.95
and up. Sales and service
Bennett Electric. Phone 201.

CLASSIFIED ADS
ALL KINDS OF KEYS made
while you wait. Forrester's
Shoe -Shoo, 204 Main.
CARD OF THANKS

111
pne into
mins for
at the
accordof the
presentter, the
mpanys,
n31 and
nt was
student
leering.

OUT

I wish to express my deep appreciation to my many friends
for every act of kindness showed
to me during my illness. May God
bleu you all.
Mrs. Violet Johnson
FCR SALE: Perfection oil heater;
two-tone brown porcelain enamel.
5-Gal, detachable reservoir; will
heat 4 to 5 room apartment. Like
,Iew. Call 943.
WHITE OAK TIMBER WANTED
—We buy white oak standing
Umber, custom logs, custom
stave and heading bolts. Contact us for prices and specifica!ions. L. C. Engle, Buyer Tel.
5-2765 Martin, Tenn. C. A.
Lewis, Buyer Tel. Chapel 71812 Mayfield, Ky.

Y.

FARM LOANS

Y.
Long

erms-

-Easy Payments

o.

FIRM IN-SURANCE- — All kinds —

REN1. Flom sanding machine and electric floor polishKentuckians "are going to be
er and electric vacuum clean- pleasantly surprised when they
ers. Exchange Furniture Co learn the full extent of the state
parks program," Governor Bert
TV ANTENNAS: We install— Combs said recently in announctrade--repair and move. Get ing a "crash program" in park deour prices. We service all makes
velopment.
TV. Phone 307. P.oper Television
An earlier announcement had
listed only three of the state parks
When it.
to be developed—Jennie Wiley,
Buckhorn Lake arid Rough River
Real Estate in Fulton
Dam. But "these projects are just
— see —
a segment of the overall plans,"
CHARLES W.BURROW Combs said.
Details of the improvement
Flhone 61
309 Walnut
program will be announced Dec"arm Loans
cember 8, Combs said after conferring with Parks Commissioner
Conventional Loans
Ed Fox and the Kentucky Parks
FHA Loans
Board. The program will involve
—The very hes'. selection of real use of the recently approved 10
million dollar bond issue.
estate for sale at all Umes I
Purpose of the crash program
is to enable Kentucky to compete
SAVE MONEY
immediately with other states in
Buy ekuto Insurance on
attracting tourists. "We know that
in 1959 out-of-state tourists spent
Our 3-PAY PLAN
10% DOWN. 30% le 3 MOS. 8165 million in Kentucky," Combs
said. "With
added
recreation
30% in 6 MONTHS
areas and more modern facilities
No Interest. No carrying
in our existing parks, the income
Charges.
from tourists can be greatly inYour policy is typed and
creased."
ready for you in a few minutes, and coverage is effecNOW is the time to get your
tne immediately.
Typewriter and Adding Machine Overhauled. See Cleo
Wick Smith Agency
Peeples, Service Manager of
CALL 62 — 160
The Harvey Caldwell Company, DRIVE-IN Office Outfitters, Phone 674.

— Crops. buildings.

FLOWERS

vehicles. etc. — —

Atkins, Holman
and Taylor

tic macow

HALLMARK

greeting

FOR THE LitZ1 weal on Office
Furniture buy Shaw-Walker.
See James a Butts at
Co.,
Caldwell
Harvey
DRIVE-IN Office Outfitters,
Phone 674. We trade for your
old equipment

Oar&

TTRX "Personalleetr
Stationery

Phone 6

I

Scon's Floral Shoppe
Patten

Phone 2.-2

acatsicateteentimileruncateneuvuottummitiuntonmeramit

WHEEL TOYS I
to

WE RENT - - Hospital beds
Baby beds
Roll-away beds
Vacuum Cleaners
Floor polishers
WADE FURN. CO.
Fulton. Ky.
Phone 103

WARD'S
MUSIC SHOP
RCA and Magnavox
TV and Hi-Fi

ISS

at

Phone TU 59404

I
I
I

BICYCLES
TRICYCLES
WAGONS
TRANSISTOR RADIOS and RECORD PLAYERS

CHARLIE SCATES STORE I
Phone 389

lap112 Lake Street

Ing Chickens

•

Deep Down Delicious — Juicy And Tender

U. S. Government inspected Top Quality

Whole
lb.
lb. 31)
Sliced Bacon(
(Cut Up
Split or
Quartered

Super Right

Fancy

Union City

(Complete stock)
Good selection of records
on LP and 45 rpm
_Mail orders—Snecial orders
FREE PARKING!

39C

% Good

45c)

Lb.

All

Super Right
ntrryhiSi:le
Country

: 7,:lire: :ght
Sausage 4 2 790 Wieners
RibsSmall
Hams starCanned.. 2" 8 s-eab. 5" Spare
5:159 Fish Sticks
Breast
Southern

1-Lb.
Pkg

Lb.
Can

Lb.

Cap'n John
Heat'N Eat

Frozen
Whole
Chicken

The

For Every Occasion

208 Main St.

Combs Announces
'Crash' Program
For State Parks

CAUFORNIA 24 SID

TEXAS RUBY RED

POLE
BEANS

PASCAL
CELERY

GRAPEFRUIT

116c

Stalk

Lb.
Bag

3

10-0s. 100
Pkgs.

FRESH TENDER

FRESH TENDER

19c

550
490

YELLOW
CORN
Ears39c

39C 6

AILP—OUR FINEST QUALITY

ARISTOCRAT

1:90 Tomato Juice 489
Crackers
Fruit Cocktail 41= 890
dexolaMixesAn.LE):k
4-Pak
*skims*

SULTANA

ASP,OWN PURI VISITABLE OIL

460

BAKERY VALUES
Cake
Ring 7,:g. 39*
3=79* Angel Food
ie
Juice ei,17zrr
2 350
Bread
.....=10*
Green Beans17.....
Ball Donuts7:13.,
Green GiantPeas 2 39* Pineapple Pie( ":::) Es.39c
Cherries
DAIRY BUYS
=10*
Iona Hominy
Li. 590
1" Sharp Cheese
Flour Z."'
0
:
74
L
Butter i=rd (Lsrt:):1 ti:69*
%dr 01.•
Milk Z.,7""s"
2'49*
o'=100 Cheese
Tomato Soup Z.
65
Ice Cream
7.7
Ketchup Z.'
Page

AoL rood

WISCONSIN AGED CHEDDAR

LAKE STREET
LIQUOR STORE
Across From
Coca-Cola Plant
Drive-In-Service
Package Ice

nolentillialli.liOniiiillii11011011111101111701101111101Vasminsilli1111701111110110

J.48

La. Bag
Tall

••••0111”
411W1110 ••••

_

Amer.Swim, Pirn..

Pkgs.

Marvel
All Flavors .... %CZ

As-

Boaz & Robbins
ANNOUNCING THE OPENING

Painting and paperhanging
contractors

OF

Visit our store at
316 Commercial Ave

WADE'S OMCE MACHINES

Benj. Moore Paints
Wallpaper
Phone 1610

206 Main Street

Phone 503

JANE PARKER LIGHT

(Across from Bennett's Drug Store)
For The
Sales and Service

SMITH CORONA

• CASH REGISTERS
• ADDING MACHINES
• TYPEWRITERS

t
P

BEST
and

CLEANEST

ak

USED FURNITURE
buy it at

Pickup

and delivery service: we are as near as your

phone! Call 5-0-3.

TOM S. WADE,Owner

Shellie Beans 0k::2 59 Blue Cheer 320 zit 77g
33c:780
Johnsons Stride:: P.': 670 Dreft
zs 550 42z- 97g
Wesson Oil 320 59g Duz
.
2 35g Joy Liquid 38022c:67g
la
Ivory Soap:
Ivor/ Snow 3201:: 75g Ivory Soap 7:` . 6 410
330::: 780
Oxydol
Tide wsw.....74.....gt 320z750

EXCHANGE
Furniture Company
Church Street

Fultor

PRICKS IN THIS AD IPPICTIVE THRU SAT.. DEC. $
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Fars News, Meetings, Events

Services To Small Business Concerns
Daring Year Exceeds Previous Years
R. B. Blankenship, Manager of
the Small Business Administration
.n Kentucky stated that services
o small business concerns in the
.tate of Kentucky during the year
1960 are exceeding all previous
years since the establishment of
.he office in 1953.
Over 4,000 business firms have
'men furnished assistance in some
'orrn. Approximately three milion dollars in Government con,racts have been agreed to and
iwarded small business concerns
,U. S. Government installations
'3)
located in this state.
Over four million dollars in
'oans have been approved for
.mall business concerns and apulications totalling one million
iollars are now being processed.
Loans in the amount of one-half
million dollars are now pending
disbursesnent.
The University of Louisville,
Flellermine College and Western
Kentucky State College are now
Man2onducting Administrative

ii
2E;zzositzta=lip

14

agement Courses, in cooperation
with the Small Business Administration, for the benefit of the small
business concerns of this state.
Mr. Blankenship stated that
every effort is being made to explain their program to the business men of this state, and that a
speaker is available from the Louisville Office to address organizations who are interested in learning more about the services available to the small business man
from the Small Business Administration.
PHYSICS WORK SEEN
High energy physics research
equipment at the University of
Kentucky will serve as models
for similar equipment in the Atomic Research Commision's Argonne National Laboratory near
Chicago.
Competition he subdues,
advertises in The News.

who

I

(id's note: tks following tn/ormation, supplied THE NIWS
by the USDA. ASC, nearby County Agents and agrienelesrel
agencies wiD be of special interest to Progressive /arr.:Ars in th•
Ken-Tenn area):
In response to questions raised the mail within the next few days,
by some growers about 1961 up- Chairman Roy Bard of the county
and
Stabilization
land cotton allotments, Roy Bard, Agricultural
of the County Agricultural Stabi- Conservation Committee said tolization and Conservation Office, day.
Growers will vote at local polltoday explained the difference between the 1961 program and the ing places Tuesday, December 13,
one in effect for the past two cot- on the upland cotton program for
1961, and allotments are being
ton crops.
mailed to reach -all growers bena1961
the
that
out
pointed
He
tional allotment of 18.5 million fore referendum day, Mr. Bard
acres compares with the "regular" said.
n a change from the programs in
1960 allotment of 16.3 million
acres. This 1960 figure was in- effect for 1959 and 1960, each
creased to 17.5 million acres under farm operator will receive only
Choice (B) elections. In 1961, one allotment for 1961. This will
there will be only one upland cot- represent the farm's share of the
ton allotment, whereas for the past national upland cotton acreage
two crops growers had a choice allotment of 18 1-2 million acres.
between the "regular" farm alCounty Agent, Ottani CountY
lotment and the 40-percent-larger
(B) allotment. All eligible grow- OBION COUNTY AGRICULTURers in 1961 may receive the full AL COMMENTS AND EVENTS
available price support on their
Only about 10 percent of the
cotton, wheras in 1960 the eligible
(B) growers received lower sup- corn is in the field. Here againtwo or three good days will comport but a larger aCreage allotplete harvest. Local prices still
ment.
.95 a bushel.
Because of the provisions of the around
About 15 percent of the cotton is
law the effect of the increased
national allotment on the size of in the field. The seven cotton gins
the State, county, and farm allot- in Obion County have ginned 10,ments will vary widely. Some 000 bales thus far this season.
farms may receive no increase or They expect to gin some where
possibly a reduction from the around 18,000 more bales. Grade
available allotment acreage for not holding up as good - many
1960 primarily because of the SLM bales with shorter staple
operation of the minimum allot- than earlier. Some 15 mechanical
ment provisions or participation cotton pickers have been bought
in the Choice (B) program in in Obion County this year.
All Cotton and corn fertilizer
1960.
A two-thirds favorable vote in demonstration plots have been
the referendum would
mean yield checked. Some 10 soybean
quotas for the 1061 cotton crop, plots remain to be checked. A remarketing quota penalties on any port on these plots will be releas"excess" cotton, and price support ed when all data has been comat not less than 70 percent of pari- piled.
ty. Opposition to the quotas by
Schedules of price-support loan
more than a third of the voters
would mean no quotas or penalties rates for the 1960 crops of burley,
for 1961 and support at 50 percent fire-cured, and dark air-cured
of parity so growers who com- tobaccos have been announced, ac_
plied with their acreage allotments.

DUTCH MILL MOTEL
COTTON FARM OPERATORS
RECEIVING ALLOTMENTS
All operators of upland cotton
farms in Fulton County should
receive official notice of their 1961
farm acreage allotments through

24-litiUR RESTAURANT
Ma)field. k.
Goon roan SERVED
AlloUND TRE CI.00K
t% here The Tres eler
, Stops Eery Time'
Gee. Brand

cording to word from the Obion
County Agricultural Stabilization
and Conservation office.
Under provisions of new legislation approved this year, price
support for the 1960 crop of these
kinds of tobacco is fixed at the
same level as far 1959. These
levels are 57.2 cents per pound for
burley, 38.8 cents per pound for
fire-cured, and 34.5 cents per
pound for dark air-cured. The
grade rates range from 21 to 72
cents for burley, 13 to 64 cents for
fire-cured, and 20 to 52 cents for
dark air-cured.
As in past years, growers will
offer their tobacco at auction
markets in the usual manner and
price support will be made availgrowers
able to
cooperating
through farmer cooperative associations which will use the services and facilities of auction
warehouses and leaf packing
firms.

roome•

"
7411/1094

WI& AM PRYOR
Winn'Aspet. Meth Cannel asibsod

marketed from the farm for
which it was issued.
Second, the marketing card
must not be left in the possession
of the buyer.
Third, the marketing card must
be returned to the ASC county
office when all tobacco from the
farm has been marketed or when
all memorandums in the card have,
been used.
Fourth, all farmers must return
their marketing cards to the county office within 30 days after the
close of the markets in their area.
Observe these responsibilities,
says Mr. Holly, and you help to
assure fair treatment for all in
the marketing of tobacco under
the acreage allotment and marketing quota program.

The clipping of dairy cows is
one of the essentials of dairying.
Clean, pure milk can seldom be
produced from udders with ling
hair. It is almost impossible to
sterlize an udder with long hair
in the short time most of us have
in preparing a cow for milking.
Most graded milk markers require
producers to practice clipping,
however, whether you are selling
on the fluid market, for manufactured milk market or just using
Transparent
ON CONFERENCE TEAM
the milk at home, you should clip
Plastic
James Cheatham, outstanding the cows.
or
large
whbther
dairyman,
All
tackle for the 'Fulton Bulldogs,
was chosen on the All-West Ken-. small, have problems in productucky Conference team. Cheat- ing milk. Shall we look at some
ham, a senior, is the son of Mr. of the advantages of clipping and
and Mrs. James Cheatham, and is maybe you will recognize some of
115 1
Iblf•••
Ilea re
• Neal
one of Fulton's alltime great line- your trouble spots. First, clipping 1 rt•StK
SIMI • P119.11 •••••••••
••
*445
•
removing
by
sediment
reduces
men.
dirt catching long hair; next, clipping lowers bacteria count. Long
BONDS FOR BUILDINGS
hair harbors bacteria as well as
Main Street
SOLD BY UNIVERSITY
dirt and the bacteria cannot be
A bond issue of $8 million has strained from the milk as would
been sold by the University of be a leaf or stick that would hapKentucky to finance construction pen to fall into the bucket. Clipof a physics-chemistry building ping saves time and labor, ttecause
and an addition to the Margaret I. the hair is short, it is easy to clean
King Library. Construction on the udders with a bactericidal soluphysics-chemistry building is ex- tion. This makes the job of prePected to start before the first of paration much easier and faster.
the year. Construction bids on the Clipping helps control lice. Tests
library addition will be let in De- made at the University of Wisconsin prove that over-all clipping
cember or January.
is a very definite aid in controling
lice. We do not clip all the cows
in this area, but the three or four
stripes up the back of the cow
will give a great deal of control
since this area is commonly called
Home owned, operated by
the highway of the lice. By this. it
A
THAD FAGAN
~
is a proven fact that the lice
PHONE VI
travel to the moisture sources via 292 LAKE
this route. When this area is clipOrly
ped, entomologists say that the
•CRYSTAL atAR
leave.
•CUT,TACK. SEW ee SEAL
290
SW Pt.
•HUNDREDS Of USES
Berme are the areas of the cow
INDOORS & OUTDOORS 14 Ina 4614
most commonly clipped: First, the
144•• 414444104$
INN&
vows
404•114111144•••••
111114101411
•soc.44411111
tail head and tail, cropping the
switch about hock high; then the
transparent
rear and fore udder. Next, clip as
far as can be reached under the
' Plastic
belly and run a mark with the
Phones 94, 99 edge of the clipper from the milk
501 Walnut
well up to the hook bone (hip
bone) and clip the flank and leg
out to this line, now with the three
trips down the back, for the louse
111 I
Ii f•••
I )-.r
• Neal
P1••••6 SOW • P.M ila•.••••
and you are through. Never stand
• • ••
•
behind the cow, but to the side
A cow will kick back much harder
than to the side (pleasant though
Fulton
eh) Keep the clippers against the IS! Main St.
skin of the cow at all times so
that she will know where you are
and will be more at ease.
Not too long ago we held a demonstration of clipping in relation
to bacteria count in Hopkins County. I would like to give you the
results. Before clipping his bacteria count was 160,000 on the raw
milk and 8.100 for the pasturized
count. We clipped his herd without his knowing what we were
trying to prove. After 10 days another check was made, this time
the raw count was 84,000 and the
pasturized count was 400. This to
me is ample proof that all cows
should be clipped if the milk is
used for human consumption.
Remember this, the cleaner the
milk you sell to the plant, the
cleaner the product that goes to
the market, thus the stronger your
company will be in this compedilive era. Clean milk is sound business for the dairyman.

Give better...ELECTRICALLY
She'll be happier ...
automatically with a
modern electric range
Give her the thrill of carefree cooling... a
modern auotmatic electric range. Its the first
choice among modern women everywhere ... a
range that cooks with heat as clean and safe
as electric light. Keeps walls, curtains, pots and
pans clean longer. Dependable automatic
do the cooking and baking. No
controls
•
guassing how high or low the heat is.
Fo-r -deaner, easier modern cooking
her an electric range. See them at your
dealer's store.

give

and with a work-saving, worry-free
electric clothes dryer
Give her carefree washdays. With an electric
dryer she'll have perfect washday weather the
year 'round ... and time off for other activities
while the dryer takes over automatically.
Clothes are dried fluffy-soft in fast, gentle,
safe, "clean as electric light" heat. Yes,
the electric way is the better way. And ... you
save up to $50 over flame-type dryers on the
purchase price alone.

'S

Fulton SAT.
First
start
THE
Ave Go

Used

Wool

STORM
WINDOW
KIT

A HIIDDLESTON CO.

NEW

WESTERN AUTO

FLE*0.4...

3for $1.

t=1

Builder's Supply, Inc.

• STORM
WINDOW

DOLLAR STORE

NEW DEALER
Announcing
the new 1961 Lark Car
and Champ Truck

We have the Dealership for the Lark car and
Champ truck. They are on the floor at the ...

SHARON IMPLEMENT
& MOTOR COMPANY
SHARON, T ENNESSEE

TOBACCO MARKETING
The tobacco grower has a fourfold responsibility in the handling
and use of his marketing card
during the tobacco marketing
season, S. E. Holly, Office Manager of the Fulton County ASC
Office tells us
The grower's chief responsibilities are as follows:
First, the marketing card must
be used to identify all tobacco

INSIALL
'ASV /CI
yrs*.
rt• as10,s1

Made by rasoirractrrer of
pnu,na flax 0-Glass
*asp Sc.,., Clt,cago $1

WE HAVE THE GENUINE

•••••••

Phone 130 — Mr. & Mrs. George Somers, owners
AUTHORIZED DEALER

I

Call us for a FREE Demonstration or come by and drive if for yourself!

I
—
•uritars• 1111•1111.11

FLEX-0-GLASS
LASS-0-NET
WYR-0-GLASS

61;) CREEN•GLASSI

I .

r UNTUCXY UTLITIES COMPANY

RACDI

MILTOls
Ens. Hando
and Mrs.
H ighla n ds.

for $1:

KIT

Make
living easier for
years to come ...

SEN

r

FLEX-0-PANE

ION 5111 IIII•11 MUNI SATISSA171011 •111411ANIIIIIit

Fulton Hardware & Furniture Co.
208 Lake Street

Phone 1

Frank!'
300

elite:SS

1
1
1
1
1
1

Dr's:

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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SERVICE NOTE!

ing card
possession

card must
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from the
I or when
card have.

ust return
the counI after the
their area.
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•
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HOSPITAL NEWS

band of the former Miss Ruth
The following people were patiCaldwell of Union City, Term., is
ents in local hospitals Wednesday
morning:
undergoing flight training with
JONES
Training Squadron Two at WhitLuther Clinton Brann of Martin
vy
a
—N
)
FHTNC
MILTON, Fla. (
Elzo Lowry, Dukedom, R. L.
ing Field Naval Auxiliary Air Sta- died September 27.
Ens. Hendon 0. Wright, son of Mr. tion, Milton, Fla.
Funeral services were held at annon, Fulton, Route 3, Mrs. Eura
and Mrs. Hendon 0. Wright of
W. W. Jones and Sons Chapel Alexander, Cayce, Bert Cashion,
the
During 11 weeks of training in
ValHighlands, Fulton,' Ky. and huson November 28 at 2 p. m. The Fulton, W. T. Edwards, Water
the T-28 aircraft, students are in- Rev. Kermit Brann and the Rev. ley, R. D. Patrick, John Worley,
structed in precision, acrobatics, Charles A. Wingo officiated. Bur- Mrs. John Bowers, Miss Flora
the Palmersville Oliver, Mrs Ereon Williams, Oscar
basic instrument flights, and night ial was in
Thompson, Mrs. Wallace Brocky.
Cemeter
highway
City
flying.
Union
Felton
well, Randy Brockwell, all of Fuler
Septemb
born
was
Mr. Brann
SAT. _ SUN.. DEC. 3-4
s are prepared to adMrs. Dan Clapp, Clinton, Mrs.
ton,
Graduate
rural
retired
27, 1873. He was a
First Run in U. City area
Wingo, Mrs.
vance to other phases of flight
and a member of the Leon Cox, and baby,
carrier
mail
starts at 7:00 and 8:50
training involving radio instruHubert Vick, South Fulton, Otto
Martin.
at
Church
Baptist
RED
WORE
First
ANGEL
THE
Hickman, Route, and Mrs.
ments, formation and aircraft carHe was a Mason and Odd Fellow. Sharp,
Ave Gardner, Joseph Cotton
, Fulton.
rier qualifications.
Gardner
Gene
Willie
Mrs.
wife,
his
He leaves
FULTON
Carthal
sons,
D. Brann; two
Mrs. Homer Ownby, Water ValBrooks Brann of Danville, Calif.,
of Miami ley, Route 1, Mrs. C. L. Gore,
Brand
51
Kress
and
Bring us your
NOTICE: Car Owners! Beach, Fla.; five grandsons, in- Clinton, Route 1, Mrs. W. C. HarRADIO and TV Repair
Martin, Route 3,
cluding Ray Brann of Knoxville rison and baby,
".: .Z( ".1. SEAT
Will McDade,
Fulton,
Allen,
B.
R.
a
e;
Knoxvill
of
Brann
and Brooks
Ernest Lowe,
CO% c.,11..D at
brother, Sebera Brann of Palmers_ Fulton, Route 3, Mrs.
RCA Color Tt:zvision
Mrs. Phil Smith of Fulton, Mrs. Roselee Brown,
sistvr,
a
ville;
Used TV Sets for Sale
Union City, Mrs. Rosa Smith, Ful_
Palmersville.
3,
the son of the late Al- ton, Lewis Burke, Fulton, Route
was
He
Installed Flee
Mrs. Max McDade, Fulton, Mrs.
bert C. and Willie Ross Brann.
Pallbearers were C. A. Wright, Oliver Cash, Fulton, Mrs. Leonard
Franklin Pruitt - Clyde Wood
ft. V. Pentecost, T. W. Taylor, Duke, Water Valley, Route 1, Mrs.
300 Walnut Street
3,
Carl Davis.Lube Austin, and Tom Ploys Harris, Fulton, Route
Prop.
Doris Douglas, Margaret Moody,
Phone 211
Harrison
Annie Osborne, John Baucom, all
of Fulton, Mrs. George Golden,
OMIUMALAMIKIllic
Clinton, Route 1, Mrs. Audrey
iglifilMelgallINSMOMIUIRLIMMISIgellgallgillgilligiMigiOMOICeltilligilK
A
Whitlock, Wingo, Route 1, W. H.
1
Mrs. Algie N. Bennett, 50, wife Chappell, Fulton, Route 3, Mrs.
of Doris Bennett, died Friday af- J. J. House. Fulton, M. E. Vincent,
t. moon in Detroit Her body was Dukedom, Mrs. Ora Lee Cole,
V
Lennox,
brought to Jackson Brothers Fun- Hickman, Mrs. Nina
eral Home at Dukedom Sunday Union City, Route 4, Mrs. ElizaI afternoon.
beth Milner, Fulton and Mrs. Mike
V
held Mon- Fry, Fulton.
were
services
1
Funeral
Class
First
a
in
house"
of
your
man
"The
Dress
HTLLVIEW
day at 1 p. m. at the Latter Day
Mrs Boyd Casey. Pilot Oak, Joe
Saints Church at Tri-City. Bro.
suit before Christmas!
Curtis Dawls of Paris officiated. Pittman, Pilot Oak, Mrs. Ben
V
Burial was in Highland Park Woodson and baby, Martin, Albert
V
Casey, Route 3. Fulton, Mrs. A. T.
Cemetery in Mayfield.
She leaves besides her husband, Conley, Fulton, Mrs. Lewis Sams,
V
her father, Henry McBee of Lynn- South Fulton, Route 2, Mr. and
ville; three brothers, Bud McBee Mrs. Richard Eastep, Clinton, Bill
of Mayfield, Jimmy D. McBee of McIntosh, Fulton, Mrs. Paul BradLynnville and Carl McBee of Lou- ley, Crutchfield, Mrs. J. V. Smallisville; four sisters, Mrs. Roy Vin- man, Fulton. Ricky Lamascus,
cent of Louisville, Mrs. Mason Fulton and Mamie Stephens, FulCopeland of Palmersville, Mrs. ton.
Tilton Burnett of Louisville and
These suits must go before the first of the year
ITS A GIRL!
Mrs. Alma Fuller of Elwood, Ind.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Winstead,
Palmersville, are the parents of an
eight pound, seven ounce daughGRISHAM I
ter born at 7:05 p. m., November
Mrs. Elizabeth Roberts Cotham, 20, at Jones hospital.
"The City Hall is next door to us"
i
mother of Ernest Cotham, opera1
FIS A HOY!
I. tor of the Cotham's Flower shop in
111010MOIM
070N1B0707
/107411707
ROXIIMP•74
701107011P
8611111111111101074171111/010P0
Mr.. and Mrs. William C. HarUnion City, died about 3:45 Sunday morning in the Haws Mem- rison, Martin, Route 3, are the
orial Nursing home in Fulton, fol- parents of an eight pound, eight
lowing a long illness. She was ounce son. William Kinney, at 8:50
a. m., November 21, at the Fulton
84.
Services were held at 10:30 hospital.
Tuesday morning in the Union
City Primitive Baptist Church. ITS A BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Emmett Reeds of
The Rev. Commodore Brann of
are
the
officiated and burial Germantown, Tenn,
City
Union
E
Weekwas in East View Cemetery. parents of a seven pound„ seven
White-Ranson Funeral Home was ounce son. born November 22, at
the Methdist Hospital, Memphis.
in
charge of arrangements.
2% Cash Discount On All Items Except
Mr. Reeds is the son of Mr. and
Roofing. Fertilizer And Seed.
Mrs. Clint Reeds of Fulton.

Luther Brans

STARLITE

OVER A MILLION ZENITH USERS
Tune TV From Their Easy Chairs

SPACE COMMAND
REMOTE TV

TUNING

S. P. MOOR: CO.

Wood & Pruitt TV

Dale Breeden,

Olthl
4DOW

•u
••••

IN CO.

.
.
.d Pre-Christmas Sale 1

Mrs. Bennett

I

*

:$5 to $15 OFF ON ALL SUITS
1 $5 to $10 OFF ON ALL SPORTS COATS
it
IIv $5 to $11 OFF ON ALL OVERCOATS
i
itii

iir110
Jed by

PHONE 28

•On
3for $1.
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1W KIT
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Burrnworrs

BU

Southern States Dri - Pak Batteries
ve equipment.
6 and 12-.olt, fit most any type of automoti
24 month guarantee.
PRICES START AT $13.50
TRIPLE - ELECTRODE SPARK PLUGS
• Last longer
• Improved mileage
• Fast Starts
ONLY 75e EACH

seam,

Unico - Contains MPI - 22 Rust Inhibitor
PERMANENT ANTI - FREER
$1.90 GALLON
($1.85 Gallon in 6-Gal Case Lots)

SOUTHERN STATES
FULTON COOPERATIVEAve.

Phone 399

8. Fulton

201 Central

YOUR SOUTHERN STATES COOPERA.TIVE SERVICE AGENCY

,_
)OSTALL
le., OutS,••
No, VIVA
MM.

sisisern
as-o-sass
,.CsItaPM

ASS
NET
ASS
ASS
INE
IAN TUb

CO.
hone 1

Mrs. Cothant

Claud Lee

Claud Lee of near Dresden died
suddenly at his home at 8:30 Monday morning. He was 72.
Mr. Lee was born in Weakley
County, Tenn., August 23, 1888,
son of William J. and Josie Betts
Lee, also of Weakley County.
Mr. Lee leaves his wife, Mrs.
Loretta Hicks Lee; a daughter,
Mrs. Harold Wright of Martin,
four brothers, William, Herbert,
and J. C. Lee. all of Martin, Route
2, and A. B. Lee of Dresden, Route
4; a sister, Miss Ester Lee of
Cookevile. Tenn.; and two grandchildren.
Funeral services were held
Tuesday at 2:30 at Pisgah Methodist Church. Bro. William A.
Adams of Martin, assisted by the
pastor, Bro. Mr. McCloud, officiated Burial was in the church cemetery, under direction of Jackson
DukeBrothers Funeral Home of
dom.

PUBLIC

AUCTION SALE

FULTON
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
DOUBLE FEATURE!

ALL NEW

011/fAr
O'Gara dm ofetwe MOS.ES
N. M.al rectirevlar pleboe soya.

TV

Tune TV from your easy chair!
PRESS A SUTTON TO
Adjust
Turn set on and off • Change channels •
mute.
nd
sound—a
of
levels
two
volume to
NO WIRES! NO CORDS! NO BATTERIES!

19")rjt,_____irw SLIM PORTABLE TV
with
SPACE
COMMAND
itIPAOTE TV TUNIN411
MATS

REM
=PATIO

ablest le lapis Brom
r Overall Wog. Metre
li
111ki
•
=
new 172 11‘. Is. fuSIINPFHF

•••••• War OM WWI

Mon ans. Cornaled too
OM WNW
Low Down
Payment
And Easy
Terms

CHOOSE
SUN. - MON. _ TUES.

IriFIE MOST EAGERLY
AWAITED MOTION
PICTURE OF OUR TIME...

Slim Classic Styling
'AVM BECAUSE
•

PERFORMANCE MADE IT FAMOUS!
QUALITY MAKES IT BEST!
Save Money On...

FEWER SERVICE HEADACHES:
greeter oPerstlftS
You save on fewer service headaches.
connections are caw
openeaenity, because all chassis
-plus" <AW"Capacity
Only
fully handwIred, hand soldered.
longer tv life.
RY components are used for

F•aturosl
Fln•st PERFORMANCE
Clnelense

Tuner •
Sunshine• Picture Tube • Target Turret Pull-push oft/off
r•
Picture Gloss • Full power transforme
control • Spotlit' Dial.

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 10, 1960

RMANCE IN
BUY WORLD FAMOUS PERFO

AT 10:00 A. M.
look over this property anytime before
to
You are cordially invited
day of sale.
Bill Gray, Phones: Fulton 55, Union
For further information contact
City, Tenn. TU 5-2679.
TERMS MADE KNOWN DAY OF SALE

Auctioneer—Bill Gray

23„

Low Down
Payment
And Easy.
Terms

— PHONE 12 —

g with 30,000 square feet of
5 acres of land and large storage buildin Right in the heart of Fulfloor space. Located on Forrestdale Street. Just across the line of
Tennessee.
ton. Kentucky and South Fulton,
track on I. C. R. R. served by
spur
to
the Tennessee side. Has access
all utilities, including T. V. A.
Yard. Will be sold at Public
Known as the Pierce Cequin Lumber
Auction on the premises.
On

OWNER - MRS. C. A. STEPHENS

Danish Modern Styling
THE BORNHOLM • Model F3342
Smartly styled console In grained
Walnut color, grained Mahogany coior,
or Vainild Mond Oak color.

NEW

AB Transistor RADIOS
$29.95 AND UP

IVA TOM LIDA Ka

ROPER Television
306 Main St.

Fulton

Phone 307
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C. D. Lancasters Observe Their
Golden Wedding Anniversary Here

1

FULTON HIGH
SCHOOL NEWS
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PRESENTING

By Karen Dublin

Vacation is over tor the FlIS
students and things are back to
normal—for a while anyway.
Everyone seemed to have a good
time over the holidays, and are
eager (???) to get back to work.
The report cards came out on
Wednesday, and there is more
than one student threatening to
commit suicide or something!
The Big Blue Band marched in
the Union City Christmas Parade
on Monday night. They played
"Christmas Parade March" which
consisted of a medley of famous
carols and songs of Christmas.
The group worked hard for this
performance, and really did a good
Job.
On Tuesday morning, the people
who gave the seniors their State
Aptitude tests last month, were
back to interview each of us. Careers mentioned for girls ranged
from nursing, secretarial work,
and cosmetology, to engineering
and drafting! The boy's aptitudes
were mostly in the scientific and
mathematical field.
Basketball season tickets went
on sale in the business district on
Wednesday. They will be on sale
downtown all the rest of this
week. The adult tickets are $3.00.
Student tickets will go on sale at
Mr. and Mrs. C. D. Lancaster
the school on Monday, and are
The tickets are
The 50th wedding anniversary serving table, on which was plac- priced at
a three-tiered cake topped good for all home games except
of Mr. and Mrs. C. D. Lancaster
If Gordon, Ky., was celebrated .eith a miniature bride and groom the Calloway County game on
\vith open house at the home of Mrs. Besenhoffer and Mrs. John January 10. This is the annual
polio game.
heir daughter, Mrs. Charles Pow- ?resided at the serving table.
Some 100 guests called between
The Bulldogs opened their bas2.11, of Fulton.
ketball season on Tuesday night
The couple was married Novem_ the hours of 2 and 5.
at Wingo. A large group of fans
`3er 6, 1910, in Waverly, Tenn.,
accompanied the team, and a
Ind have lived in Gordon for
great deal of school spirit was
shout 10 years. They have two
evident. At the pep rally on Tueslther daughters, Mrs Charles Be;enhoffer and Mrs. Nis Juhl, both
day morning, the cheerleaders inMt. Prospect, Ill., and four sons,
troduced the "pep jug." Everytime
•Chomas and W. R. Lancaster, both
they take the top off, the FHS
The wedding of Ruth Bugg, students have to give out with a
I Route 4, Union City, L. H. Lan'aster of Oak Park, Ill., and Char_ daughter of Mrs. Alice Bugg and grat big yell!! It will be used at
esLancaster of Chicago, Ill. They the late Clyde Bugg of Mayfield, ballgames and pep rallys all year.
route 4. and Joe Burnett of Lynn- three types of candy—sweet
lave 14 grandchildren.
Mrs. Lancaster is the former ville. Ky., was solemnized Nov. 11
Very soon. the Band will start
at Sedalia, Ky.
Iiss Emma Dotson.
their sale of imported Dutch
Rev. Dotson officiated at the chocolate candy. There will be
Miss Betty Ann Powell, a
randdaughter of the couple, pre- ceremony in the Methodist Church three
types of candy—sweet
parsonage.
ded at the reg,ster.
chocolate, bitter chocolate, and
Mrs. Burnett is a graduate of chocolate with nuts. The three
A lovely arrangement of yellov‘
iurns, flanked by tall white tap- Wingo High School and is employ- bars sell for $1.00, or may be
s, formed the centerpiece of the ed at the Merit Clothing Co. Mr. bought individually at $.35 a bar.
Burnett is postmaster at Lynnvillo, The money will be used to boost
,
degier--ceri-nces -r- , .
Ky., where they will reside.
the band.
f• tft
.
g
.•
The Bulldogs next game will be
at Paducah Tilghman on Saturday
DIARY—
VAST RI cirp wu,
,
night, December 3, at 7:00. The
Continued from page Three
(EPHROV
.en each minute seems
team needs YOUR support,
The
Welfare
Workers
Home
a an ettinity. spasms ol
Demonstration Club met in the
•nchtal asthma relieved
.ckly usually wiLhiri 1
home of Mrs. Brooks Oliver with
aute) with NEPHRON
an all day meeting with 10 memliALA NT. Most chronic
es respond. RegarCless of
bers and 4 visitors present.
at ;.oti nave t• ed. you
The visitors were Mrs. W. C.
.e tt to yours,f to tr.
,
EPHRON. Se* us for hut
Permenter, Mrs. Robert Rucker,
irUculars.
Mrs. J. C. King, and Mrs. R. E.
As you walk the halls of Fulton
CITY DRUG CO. FULTON
Holiday. Mrs. Robert Rucker a High, you see many new faces.
charteretd membcr has been out
You will find that almost all of
several years due to ill health but the Freshmen girls go down the
joined again. The meeting was hall whispering. The reason could
called to order by Mrs. Frank be the new freshman boy, Gerald
Parrish. Birdie Phillips lead the Bradley, Gerald went to Water
group in singing the Thanksgiving Valley before he came here. His
hymn.
hobby is hunting. He is one of the
Estelle Kimberlin gave the de- first year Latin students, and is
votional. Club creed was read by also an active member of the junMrs. Roy Watts. Roll call was an- ior high varsity.
swered by a Christmas idea. New
There is also a new freshman
goals were set for 1961. The min- girl, Her name is Carol Dunn
utes was read by Lucille Palmer.
Club adjourned for a delicious
Thanksgiving meal.
Project leaders were Maud Holiday—Consumer Education, Martha Oliver _ Food, Nutrition, and
Clothing. The club adjourned to
meet with Mary Parrish for the
VIA:MER
Christmas dinner December 14.

TRE

1960-61 Basket
FULTON HIGH SI

Si
,FULTON HIGH BULLDOGS — (left to right),
John Shepherd, Ward Bushart, Jimmy WilJiams, Terry Beadles, and Duane McAlister.

FA

$1.50.

Bugg-Burnett
Wedding Told

right), Herbert Patton, Bill Burnetie, Don
Burneite, Phillip Merryman and Jerry Lace.
well.

MORE BULLDOGS— (left to right), Ricky
Suer, Kenneth Bradley, Ladd Stokes, Joe
Bennett and Vyron Mitchell, Jr. Not Shown in
pictures are Bulldogs, Kenneth Allen, Gerald
Bradley, John Covington, John Rice and Joe Williamson.

4

Two New Students
Enter FITS Halls

1st OfiA,
AUTIMATIC.
.

PTA TO MEET
There will be a special meetinv
of the South Fulton PTA or,
Thursday, December 8 at 2:30 p.
m. at the school cafeteria.

/wipe
Maytag Aar it
ow down payment"6- .14
"
and by Terms

Illustratod
17'moots, stool bock
17 brook *off-winding $49.50
Ansazins Ilesibl• hsieric. wheel — gives
avoid sh•ck, folly
guaranteed egalsist
damage.

ANDREWS
Jewelry Store
Fulton

fig %I MC OE Ite

1
1

You May Use Our Lay-A-Way Plan!
Shop While We Have a Nice Selection!
• DRESSES
• PURSES
• SUITS
• COATS
• JEWELRY
• GLOVES
• LINGERIE
• BLOUSES
• SWEATERS
• HOSE
• ROBES
• SKIRTS
• PURSE - SIZE PERFUME
NUMEROUS OTHER ITEMS

300L

CLARICE SHOP

Main Street
10110767101101.11111/111,111

DUMAN TIN SHOP
Phone 502

Olive Street

WOOD & PRUITT TELEVISION
211

300 Walnut Street
Wa.

Morris Street

Phone 161

THE LITTLE CASTLE CAFE
210 Fourth Street

Phone 9156

CI
GI
101 Ja

11111•111111U1MramillIA,sz wra-arvuir...winuma

MAC Wg

CLARICE SHOP
Is Ready for You to Come in and
Make Your Selection of
CHRISTMAS GIFTS

Don't worry about water,
don't worry about shock—
your Wyler Incalliox is guaranteed to resist both! Goodlooking new models have
just arrived ...let us show
them to you.

HARRY HICKS STOCK YARDS

BENNETT ELECTRIC

SC!AC StiMCSIM Sti‘ SY fig SSIC SeC IriC StMAC AC fitId AC At

Jest-Protected Watch
on the Fann!

Compliments Of

ComplimenfrOf

White Way Service Station
Phone 9145

109 Paschall
Compliments Of

Phone 1929
Compliments Of

FULTON PLAZA COURTS
Phone 6

-

E. Fourth Street

Phone 60

Mr. and Mrs. Earl Lohans

J. M.Robertson Gulf Service Sta.
Eddings Street

TAYLOR CHEVROLET-BUICK

Kingsway Motel
Hwy.45 & 51 By-Pass

FR'

Red Go
John

Phone 85

Lake Si

Jackson Brothers Funeral Home

Sei

Dukedom. Tenn.

Highway 45 W & 51

BRUNDIGE SAUSAGE CO.

GOOD]

IRBY'S FASHION SHOP

Motor
the D
rocket
big in

It

51 By-Pass

Phone 134

307 Main Street

Sou
Phone 540

Phone 265
70,111/101‘111.7alra

100•••••••••••nuasonnme.

SAC

Baldridge's 5, 10, 25c Store

ball Teams of
SCHOOL
Viler.

A. C. BUTTS 81 SONS
FEED MILL
Phone 651

Paschall Street

Fulton, Ky.

Compliments Of

Compliments Of

THE FULTON BANK
Lake Street

Phone 2

FULTON LAUNDRETTE
Phone 9128

115 Carr Street

`ta

MEND
EVERY GAME
YOU CAN

SUPPORT
YOUR
FAVORITE
TEAM

Phone 90

Lake Street

Compliments Of

PEPSI-COLA BOTTLING CO.
Highway 45 & 51 By-Pass
Charles Reams, Mgr.
Phone 194

GILLUM TRANSFER CO
Phone 555

116 Plain

Compliments Of

K.P.DALTON Liam STORE
Phone 482

408 Lake Street Ext.

Compliments Of

Dewey Johnson Ins. Agency

Fulton Wholesale Florist
Union City Highway — Phones 803-J - 802 - 778

SOUTHSIDE DRUG STORE
125 E. State Line

Phone 408

422 Lake Street

Phone 40

Hendon Wright, Prop.

Compliments Of

Compliments Of

LAKE STREET um=STORE

Fulton Roofing & Insulation Co.

cross from Coca-Cola Plant
Phone 320

Lake Ext.
Mack Ryan & Joe McAlister

"A Good Roof Above All"
Phone 557
College & Moris Street
Compliments Of

THE CITY NATIONAL BANK
Free Parking for Customers at rear of Bank

:ky
Joe
I in
aid

NOV. 29

WINCi0

Dee. 3

TLGIIMAN
FLTON COUNTY

Dec. 4

There

MURRAY TRAINING

Dec. 13

BENTON
CARLISLE COUNTY

Dec. 16
Dec. 29

There
Here

1156

1C
root

Compliments Of

Here

CRUCE'S
GROCERY

Re
insariNI

540

CARLISLE COUNTY
MURRAY TRAINING

There

Here

MURRAY

There

SEDALIA
SOUTH MARSHALL

There

HICKMAN COUNTY
FULTON COUNTY

There

There
Here

WINGO

Here

MAYFIELD

There
Here

BALLARD MEMORIAL

101 Jackson St.Phone 1300

GOOD LUCK,Team,From

Compliments Of

FRY'S SHOE
STORE

WHITNEL FUNERAL HOME

Red Goose — Grace Walker
John C. Roberts Shoes
e 85

Jan. 20
Jan. 24

Phone 524
Lake Street
Fulton

J& S DX
Service Station
Motor Cleaning, a specialty
Use DX BORON — the
rocket fuel for rocket starting in the winter time!
Martin Highway
South Fulton. Tenn.
JACK LOWE, Prop.
Phone 233

Phone 88

Eddings Street

HORNBEAR FUNERAL HONE
Phone 7
Compliments Of

GRAHAM FURNITURE CO.
& EXCHANGE STORE
207 Church Street '

323 Carr Street

Compliments Of

Phone 500

After the basketball games drop by —

ADAMS BODY SHOP
202 Paschall St.
Hubert Adams, Owner

Phone 9182

Compliments Of

S.P.Moore & Co. Upholstery Shop
Commercial Avenue
Dale Breeden, Prop.

Phone 58

Phone 185

THE HICKORY LOG
Located on E. Fourth Street — Meet the gang for
a late snack.
You Are Always Welcome.

Adams Brothers Body Shop
"The Best In Service"
John and James Adams, Prop.
Paschall Street - South Fulton
Visit

After the Ballgames Visit —

THE Lir= BREEZY

KING MOTOR COMPANY

on the Union City Highway
Plate Lunches — Sandwiches — Steaks — Fish
Barbecue — Good Homemade Pies
Mgr. Mrs. L. A. "Bill" Sprabery
Phone 9189

Sales & Service
Pontiac — Rambler — GMC Truck
Phone 1267
W.State Line
Molly King, Prop.

CITIES SERVICE STATION

Make your RESERVATIONS now for your
CHRSTMAS PARTIES for either in our upstairs
dining room or the TERRACE ROOM downstairs.

Leroy Kluft'. Prop.
Martin Highway — South Fulton, Tenn.
Phone 1237

GREEN'S GARAGE

Compliments Of

302 Carr Street

Phones 1270 & 1500

Here
Here

Feb. 17
Feb. 21

ROGERS GROCERY

There

CALLOWAY COUNTY
HICKMAN COUNTY

Feb. 10
Feb. 14

RADIO STATION MIL

There

CALLO WAY COUNTY
SOUTH MARSHALL

Jain. 10
Jan. 13

Feb. 3
Feb. 7

Compliments Of

Here

Jan. 6 —

Jan. 27
Jan. 31

Compliments Of

There

Dee. 9

Dee. 17

161

We have plenty of parking space at our
location in Highlands.
Phone 75
Fred Sawyer, Prop.

THE FULTON BULLDOGS

Joe -

BS

SAWYER'S MARKET

Park Terrace Restaurant
South Fulton, Tenn.
Compliments Of

BENNETT'S DRU4 STORE

Motor Tune Up - Brake Service
Complete Motor Overhaul
Phone 188
St.
Paschall
118

Phone 11
211 Main Street
"We Appreciate Your Business"

Barney's Bar B-o,& Dairy Bar

Compliments Of

DRIVE - IN SERVCE
Barbecue Pork & Chicken Sandwiches
Fountain Service — Carry Out Orders
Phone 1707-W
Martin Hwy.

C B & a TIRE CO.
Phone 947

303 Reed Street

Compliments Of

Compliments Of

Compliments Of

KILLEBREW FLORIST

EVANS DRUG CO.

Coca-Cola Boiling Co., Inc.

Flowers — Gilts
Commercial Ave.

Phone 53

The Rexall Store
Lake Street

Phones 95- 795.

Lake Ext.

Phone 447
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COFFEE - DESSERT
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CHRISTMAS HOLIDAYS

MRS. HALES TEACHES

TARTY
The Fulton City Schools will LETS HAVE A
Mrs. J. D. Hales has been emThe Terry-Norman P-TA will
have a Coffee-Dessert at K. U. on ployed by the Obion County Board dismiss at the close of school on
of Education as a member of the Dec. 20 for the Christmas holidays.
Dec. 16.
faculty of South Fulton High The South Fulton schools will be
School. She began her duties dismissed on Dec. 23.
LI
Monday, succeeding Mrs. Lila
CHRISTMAS PARTY
Baker, who resigned.
School will be resumed at Fulton city schools on Jan. 4, while
The Sunny Hour Club will have
o/
C
The Fulton Junior High basket- French, Rodney Foster, Robert
I‘
Fence.lgy.
Shop in Fulton Where your South Fulton students will go Meg eemplelle Meek In
ball teams will open the season Thurmon, Lee Engel, Leslie Cheat- its Christmas party at the Park
Lake Street
44244
Weld
Heetaelty
ham and Robert Lee.
back a day early on Jan. 3.
Trading is appreciated.
Terrace at 1 p. m. on Dec. 14.
Thursday night with two games
with Cayce there. There will be
games between the seventh graders and the eighth graders.
The local Junior High coach is
Joe Caldwell.
The remainder of the schedule
for the season is as follows:
December 8. with Western here,
with the seventh and eighth grade_
..?rs playing.
December 19, with Mayfield
here, with eighth and ninth graders playing.
„January 12, at Mayfield with
eighth and ninth graders playing.
The next game will be here
with Clinton at 3 p. m. with the
seventh and eighth graders playing.
On January 28, the local team
plays Fulton County here, with
the eighth and ninth graders playing.
January 31, seventh and eighth
graders playing before the varsity
game.
February 14, Clinton there at 3
o. m., with seventh and eigh
graders playing.
The eighth grade players are
Jimmy Yates, Chuck Pawlulciewicz, David Mann, Donnie Green,
SECTION 1 Thru 14 Of Webster Dictionary
rtonnie Homra, Tom Bushart, Greg
BUY NOW FOR CHRISTMAS
Now On SALE!
Williamson, Charles Austin, Richard Fry and Davis Fry.
OUR USUAL FINE QUALITY
PRIDE OF ILLINOIS
The seventh grade players are
BEEF
HEAVY
Roy Rogers, Lloyd Bone, Steve

Fulton Junior High Basketball
Teams Open Season Thursday

WINES

l'alw QravigNsilimal
UOCS

IticlittosALEI

Red Devils
On Rampage
South Fulton rang up its sixth
basketball victory in as many in
as starts by thashing Gleason,
)4-34, Wednesday night.
Jimmy Lowe, with 23 points,
ind Donald Parchman, with 22,
'ed the Red Devils, who made
heir two-night scoring total 196
loints. They whipped Palmer's'Bile Tuesday night, 102-41.
South Fulton girls cautured their
'ourth win in six tries in besting
31eason, 37-24. Mary Jane Cruce
.et the pace with 20 points.

Bulldog Season
Tickets On Sale
Adult season tickets for the Fulon High basketball games went
aa sale downtown Wednesday.
'hey are $3.50 and will be good
or all home games, except the
'olio Game on January 10. The
heerleaders are conducting the
ale. Student-tickets will be sold
ext week. They are $1.75.
The Bulldogs played their first
-ame Tuesday night at Wingo.
*aturday night they will play
llghman in Paducah. The local
earn's first home game is on Deember 9 with Murray Training
;chool.

Year Book Staff
Is Announced
The staff of the South Fulton
7
.1ementary School yearbook was
,nnounced today.
Christine McKinney is editor;
'nd Betty Pruitt and Steve Green
re the assistant editors.
Other members of the staff inlude: Debbie Cantrell, Edwin
iiggens, Ronnie Burrow, and
)avid Bloodworth.
The sponsors are Mrs. Margaret
1rey and Mrs. Shirley Puckett.
Mrs. James Adams and Mrs.
"Gan Bard are co-chairmen of the
ommunity publicity.
The yearbook will have pictures
f events throughout the year at
he school.
Price of the book is $2.75, and
11 those wishing a copy must par.:hase them before December 7.

State Mother To
Be Selected For
National Honor
A "state mother" will be selectd from Kentucky to compete for
he honor of "American mother"
f 1981, according to Mrs. Harry
'eters, Trenton, Kentucky chair'Ian of the American Mothers
'ommittee.
Standards for a competitor for
his honor include:
That she be a successful mother
a evidenced by the character and
chievement of her children; that
he be an active member of a re,gious body; that she embody
Mirage, cheerfulness, patience,
ffection, kindness and such; that
he exemplify the Golden Rule;
hat she have a sense of responibility in public and civic affairs.
Nomination forms may be oblined from Mrs. Peters. March 1
the deadline for submitting
ousinations

89

STEAK

ia
9in

SIRLON
T-BONE
LB.

Round
LB.

QFC

CORN 49c

Pure Pork 3 Lbs. MOO
Swifts Premium
49c
12 oz. Pkg
FRANKS
SHOULDER ROAST ... LB. 49c
SAUSAGE

So Tender You Can Cut It With A Fork Center Blade

3

NO.303
CANS

Pride of Illinois Solid Pack

300 CANS _ _ _ 39c

2

TOMATOES

Cut Lb.

Pride of Illinois 46 oz Can

CHUCK ROAST 39c
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46 oz. CANS _ 29c

TOMATO JUICE

C

Pride of Illinois Early June

1 Lb. Of Wonder Whipped, Pure Vegetable
FREE HUMKO
Shortening with Purchase of a 3 Lb. Can 85c

2 300 CANS . • • • 39c

PEAS

01

Joan of Arc 2 300 Cans
PILLSBURYS DELUXE OR

KIDNEY BEANS . .. . . . 29c

FROSTING

as an
1897, vo
of the
for him
all at

AMMONIMMI.

CAKE MIX 3

1.00

boxes for

PIE CRUST STICKS 2 10 oz.Pkgs. 29c PANCAKE MIX 2 Lbs
Ballard

20 oz Pkgs.

25c ENGLISH WALNUTS

CORN BREAD MIX
KITCHEN KRAFT FRESH
BLACKEYE OR
PURPLE HULL

PEAS .

2

•

•

300
CANS

29c

Sunshine Krispy

Nabisco

PKG.

BARONET CREMES

___ 27c

LB. BOB

CRACKERS

33c

Strietman

Kays
Flavorkist Jumbo Or

LETTUCE

Firm
Crisp
Head

39c

GRAPEFRUIT

Dog Food

2 for 25c

CELERY

2 FOR

25c

Doz.

39c

5c

CABBAGE

ORANGES

Pork & Beans 2 for 29c
Beans & Franlos New 37c
Bar-B-O Beans New 2 for
39c

Campbell's
Frislcies

2 26 oz. CANS

BLACK PEPPER

Fai
o
r

Waxtex 100

WAX PAPER

2 FOR

IMAM(MOMlinalailtillfINCIICIICENIIII

ik 50

EXTRA STAMPS WITH THIS*
Coupon & Purchase of a 4 os. Cana
of McCormicka

1

BLACK PEPPER I

1117.31110101011t11110111111111701011011111111111b

„Lwall

-

Lb. Pkg. 65c

Off

4k

3 TALL CANS

4 oz. 49c

American Ac•

47c

Carnation

for

50 FREE STAMPS

McCormick

COFFEE

DOG FOOD

TOP KICK

Sweet Juicy Fla.

New Green Lb.

1

5c

Krisp, Sweet Pascal

5 LB. BAG

MILK

PKG.

CURTISS CARMELS

Pkg. _ _ _ _ 49c

Custard Creme Sandwich

Baby Food
2 for 23c

__ 49c

DUTCH APPLE COOKIES

33c

OATMEAL COOKIES

HEINZ

Pillsburys Buttermilk

Pillsbury Mix Or

45c
OltiligelltilltalliMMICPIRIM Illtala OK

SO EXTRA STAMPS WITH THIS
Coupon & Purchase of $5.041 or
more of Groceries. Excluding Tobacco, Use the 50 & 100 Coupona
with 215.04 Purchase

/

7011.1111111110110111111.111010/11131111110J

8 oz. 69c

CLEANER

17c

FREE — 53c GT. SIZE COLGATE

TOOTH PASTE
When you mail empty carton of Family Size
Giant Size To
• Economy Size or
Colgate P.O. Box 188, New York 46, New York
Offer Expires Feb. 1, 1961

Northern

TISSUE

4 For

51 iggfting MOM OK Mlleilltfillitiltilltilt NM

PLATE
37c BLUE
PEANUT

yltlifilltilinlitallginliatilliilltillgiiIIMAtilli14

EXTRA STAMPS WITH THIS "!
Coupon and Purchase of 5 LBS. of
Pillsbury,

I

I50

Vtaisiusigisals1IPIONIenonanawnsianallWas

ORIVONNO1111101111101111111010
L

100 EXTRA STAMPS WITH THIS
Coupon & Purchase of $10.00 or
more of Groceries, Excluding Tobacco, Use the 50 & 100 Coupon
with A $12.110 Purchase

FLOIJR 5 Lbs. 59c

Whtn
nev.ly

BUTTER (iT.

69c

attatiatesteiteasitsmasatiseattattegatr

r

11100 EXTRA STAMPS VITTI1 THIS
Coupon & Purchase of 10 LDS.
of Pillsbury's

:

FLOUR 10 Lbs.$1.09
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